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ABSTRACT

Verifying the functional correctness of a parameterized protocol on all valid branching networks is a difficult problem that cannot be solved using simulation alone because the number and shape of valid branching networks is unbounded. This problem is of particular interest because multibus IO and memory protocols can be modeled as parameterized protocols on branching networks.

The central result of the thesis is a model checking algorithm for verifying functional correctness properties of a protocol on a family of topologically isomorphic networks. The algorithm computes a finite set of abstract states, which over-approximate the reachable states for the protocol. Concrete transitions are applied to concrete state fragments during the computation of abstract state successors to avoid the construction of an abstract protocol representation. The algorithm is supported by a specification language, topological case split and generalization argument.

The algorithm, specification language and case split have been implemented in the Πcasso model checker. Πcasso has been used to verify the producer/consumer transaction ordering property for a corrected version PCI 2.1 multibus networks. Πcasso has also been used to find a configuration dependent violation of a write coherence property in PCI networks. Since PCI was not intended to satisfy this property, the significance of this violation is not that it is present in one class of configurations, but that it is not present in every other class of configurations.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The motivation for this dissertation is the difficulty of verifying a distributed IO or memory protocol on all valid branching network configurations. This verification problem is difficult because branching networks include subtle and complex behaviors and simulation is inherently incomplete for protocols on branching networks. Simulation is inherently incomplete because the family of branching networks is unbounded. Whereas simulation may be productively used to find errors in many behaviors of many network configurations, simulation can not be used to find all errors in all configurations.

In this dissertation, mathematically-based, or formal, verification techniques are developed that can be used to exhaustively verify a protocol for all instances of a branching network configuration. The remainder of this section contains a more detailed discussion of the design and verification problems for protocols on branching networks.

Particular emphasis is placed on published standards in which errors have been found using formal verification—including the FutureBus+, in which a configuration dependent deadlock scenario was missed by an earlier formal verification effort, but detected in a later formal verification effort. It should be noted that none of the verification efforts discussed in this section contain complete results for a family of multibus configurations. An algorithm for checking multibus configuration families is the main contribution of this dissertation.
1.1.1 Protocols on Branching Networks

This dissertation considers distributed IO or memory protocols in which the behavior of each node is described by the same transition relation. Such protocols are called *parameterized protocols* because the protocol is parameterized by the number and arrangement of nodes.

The description of a parameterized protocol can be divided into a description of the structure of the network and the behavior of the protocol. The structure of a network includes the number and arrangement of nodes along with the structure of each individual node. A network configuration consists of external and internal nodes. An external node sits at the edge of the network whereas an internal node connects two or more devices inside the network. Nodes are connected by a stateless electrical connection such as a bus or serial line. A sequence of connected nodes without any branches is called a path segment. A sequence of path segments forms a path between every pair of external nodes. Each node in the network has the same internal structure. A node consists of a set of unbounded reordering queues which store and forward messages. Messages may be deleted or reordered within a queue by protocol transitions.

A set of parameterized guarded commands describes the behavior of the protocol. Each guarded command is instantiated at each node. If the guard of a command is satisfied by the current nodes’ state, then the command creates a new state by changing the state of several nodes. Guarded commands are restricted to modify the state of a finite set of adjacent nodes. The protocol model is asynchronous so that guarded commands may fire whenever their guards are satisfied.

Several parameterized protocols for branching networks have been released and incorporated into existing products. These protocols include the Encore Gigamax [1], FutureBus+ [2], Firewire [3] and PCI [4]. Each of these protocols contains at least one design error found using formal verification. A brief description of each
protocol is given below to further clarify the kinds of systems that use parameterized protocols on branching networks.

The Encore Gigamax protocol is a multilevel cache coherency protocol in which processors and memories are arranged in clusters. The nodes within a cluster communicate on a common bus. Clusters may be connected with other clusters via UIC nodes. The UIC nodes monitor the traffic on a pair of clusters and forward relevant messages. An arbitrary number of clusters can be connected in a hierarchy.

FutureBus+ and PCI are both hierarchical multibus protocols. FutureBus+ connects several processors and memories whereas PCI connects several IO devices and processors. Both protocols allow split transactions through delayed completions. FutureBus+ includes a protocol for maintaining cache coherence whereas PCI is intended to provide a variant of the producer/consumer property.

The Firewire protocol is a serial communication protocol for a hierarchy of IO devices. A device may reside at the edge of a network or at one of the interior junctions. One novel aspect of Firewire is that devices may be added and removed from the network without bringing the network down. When a new device is added, a tree-identify protocol is used to elect a new root node.

The kinds of errors that occur in these protocols include deadlock, starvation, invalid reorderings and signaling errors. Whereas protocols must allow messages to be reordered to avoid deadlock, a protocol must also provide a reliable message delivery service to the terminal nodes. Reordering errors happen when the reordering rules allow reorderings that violate the communication model. In many cases, the presence of a particular reordering error depends on the network configuration. The focus of this dissertation is detecting such errors. Signaling errors often arise from inconsistencies between the text and figures of the protocol specification. Interesting signaling errors have been found through formal analysis of published protocols. These errors are discussed later, but are beyond the scope of this dissertation.
1.1.2 Verification Techniques

A variety of verification techniques have been applied to the analysis of parameterized protocols. This section describes simulation based verification techniques and several formal verification techniques. This section closes with a discussion of errors that have been found using formal verification in each of the Gigamax, Firewire, FutureBus+ and PCI protocols. The FutureBus+ verification efforts are particularly interesting because a second formal verification effort detected a configuration-dependent deadlock scenario in configuration not verified by a previous effort. A more thorough discussion of related research in parameterized protocol verification is deferred to Section 1.2. The formal verification methods developed in this dissertation rely on a form of model checking. A more detailed introduction to model checking can be found [5].

Simulation based verification techniques apply a sequence of stimuli to a network configuration and observe the response. The stimuli can be generated randomly or designed by a verification engineer to exercise a particular part of the design. Simulation based verification has the advantage of being simple and effective. Unfortunately, simulation is inherently incomplete for parameterized protocols because only a finite number of stimuli can be applied to a finite number of network configurations and parameterized protocols are defined over an unbounded set of network configurations.

Formal verification techniques apply reasoning tools to mathematically well-defined models of protocols or systems. The primary benefit of formal verification is a precise statement of what was and, more importantly, what was not verified. The difficulties of applying formal verification are creating a description of a protocol in a mathematically well-defined language and reasoning about the model.

Many formal specification languages and reasoning techniques have been developed for use in formal verification. Only a few representative techniques are
discussed here. Formal methods for verification may be broadly divided into model checking and theorem proving.

A model checker uses an algorithm to determine if a specification is a model of a property. A specification is a model of a property if all specification behaviors specification are contained in the behaviors described by the property. Model checking algorithms in the SPIN [6] and Murϕ [7] model checkers verify linear temporal logic (LTL) properties by enumerating all of the states of a specification. Model checking algorithms in SMV [1] and VIS [8] check computational tree logic (CTL) properties by building symbolic representations of the states of a specification. In both SMV and VIS, reduced ordered binary decision diagrams (ROBDD) store the symbolic representation. An ROBDD is a compact and canonical representation for boolean formulae.

The primary advantage of model checking is that the reasoning is done automatically. The difficulties are that the specification languages and property languages are unexpressive and that the algorithms are exponential in the size of the specification and property. Since the algorithms enumerate states (either explicitly or symbolically) the specification must include only a finite number of states. Symbolic model checking algorithms for systems with infinite, but regular, state sets have been developed. The exponential complexity of model checking algorithms requires clever user intervention to create verification problems that are within the capacity of available computational resources.

Interactive theorem provers provide assistance to a user proving a property of a specification. For verification, the proof requires showing that the specification implies the desired property. Both the specification and property are usually expressed in a variant of higher-order logic. Higher-order logic is a convenient language for expressing infinite behaviors on infinite systems, but deciding the validity of a higher-order logic formulae is undecidable.
Parameterized protocols are not readily amenable to automated analysis using a model checker because most verification problems for parameterized systems are undecidable [9]. Given this fundamental limitation, reasoning about parameterized protocols is done manually, using a proof assistant, or automatically using an incomplete model checking algorithm. An incomplete algorithm will terminate, but only for a certain instances of the general problem. Other automated solutions are defined for a wider class of problem instances, but are not guaranteed to terminate. Some solutions combine manual reasoning and automated analysis.

Compared to model-checking in the context of parameterized protocol verification, higher-order logic is more expressive but the proofs are prohibitively difficult. In this dissertation, a solution based on model checking is developed, but a case study combining higher-order logic theorem proving and model checking is also discussed.

Formal verification has been used to detect errors in the Gigamax, FutureBus+, PCI and Firewire protocols. Whereas these techniques successfully detected interesting errors, none of these methods yield a complete analysis of a multibus topology family. McMillan used SMV to find a deadlock in a single-bus instance of the Gigamax protocol that occurs after a sequence of 13 transitions [1]. The expected time to find this error using random simulation at 10,000 steps per second is between 2.4 years and 29 millenia.

Clarke et al. found several functional errors in the cache coherence portion of the FutureBus+ protocol using symbolic model checking [10]. Pnueli and Shahar later used a combination of theorem proving and model checking to find another deadlock in the same protocol [11]. The new violation was found in a configuration that had not been verified by Clarke et al.

Sighireanu and Mateescu using a model checker to find a deadlock scenario in the link layer of the Firewire protocol [12]. The deadlock stems from a discrepancy
between the text and diagram description of the standard.

Clarke et al. used symbolic model checking to find an error in the signaling protocol for PCI busses [13]. This error also arises from a discrepancy between the textual and diagrammatic descriptions. Corella identified a violation of the PCI transaction ordering property [14]. The proposed solution is verified for all families of multibus PCI networks later in this dissertation.

1.2 Related Research

This verification method developed in this dissertation is most closely related to other work in parameterized system verification. This dissertation builds on prior work in branching topologies and multibus PCI verification case studies.

Related research in parameterized system verification is divided into four groups: induction on finite instantiations, direct symbolic model checking, state enumeration with symbolic state representations, and nonalgorithmic techniques. The largest body of work involves induction on finite instantiations, so these works are discussed in some detail. These four groups are discussed in sections 1.2.1 through 1.2.4. A brief comparison with the work contained in this dissertation appears at the end of each section.

Section 1.2.5 contains a brief discussion of topological results from mathematics and molecular biological evolution which apply to the generation of acyclic branching networks. Section 1.2.6 describes several attempts to verify a property of multibus PCI networks.

1.2.1 Induction on Finite Instantiations

The early works on verification for parameterized systems use induction on a finite instantiation. Intuitively, the process is to show that a property $P$ of a system with $n$ nodes then the property is true of all systems with $n$ nodes or more. The
advantage of this approach is that the system with $n$ nodes has a finite number of states and can be checked using automatic model checking algorithm. The difficulty is showing that the induction is valid.

In the first of these works, by Browne, Clarke and Grumberg [15], the user is required to show bisimulation [16] between a system with two nodes and a system with $n$ nodes. The bisimulation relation, is sufficient to show that all indexed $\text{CTL}^*$ properties of the two-node system hold for all $n$ node systems. The two-node system is verified using a $\text{CTL}$ model checking algorithm, such as [17].

Unfortunately, showing bisimulation requires building the state graph of the two-node system. The size of the state graph grows exponentially in the size of the transition system. Clarke and Grumberg [18] address this problem through the construction of a closure process. In this method, the user creates a closure process $P_*$ so that the product of an $n$ node system with $P_*$ bisimulates the product of an $n + 1$ node system with $P_*$. A polynomial algorithm is given for showing bisimulation between closure process products that avoids the construction of the state graph. The product of the $n$ node system and $P_*$ is then verified using a model checking algorithm. The difficulty here is finding a suitable closure process.

German and Sistla [19] give a fully automatic method for verifying a propositional temporal logic (PTL) specifications of parameterized synchronous systems using a Vector Addition System With States (VASS). A VASS is a labeled graph in which the vertices represent states and the edges represent transitions between states. A VASS is similar to a Vector Addition System [20] or a Petri Net [21]. Each edge is labeled with a vector. In a VASS representing a parameterized system, the $ith$ entry of a vector-label has value $a$ if $a$ nodes are in state $i$. A model checking algorithm for PTL formulae on VASS models is developed and extended to include certain liveness properties.

Both [18] and [15] consider only linear network topologies. Shtadler and Grum-
berg [22] give an inductive argument for topologies generated by a context-free network grammar. In a network grammar, the terminals represent primitive network elements and the productions combine the primitives to form networks. A property is verified automatically by showing that the property holds for a suitable finite network model generated from the grammar.

Rather than finding a process that is suitable for induction, Wolper and Lovinfosse [23] and Kurshan and McMillan [24] find a property which is suitable for induction. In this method, the user provides a network invariant $I$ which is preserved by adding nodes to the network. Because $I$ is unchanged by adding nodes to the network, $I$ is called a network invariant. A model checker verifies that $I$ holds on a system with just $n$ nodes. This method moves shifts the burden from showing bisimulation to finding a network invariant.

Clarke et al. [25] eliminate the need for a bisimulation proof or a network invariant for network grammars using an automated abstraction method. The abstraction method generates a network invariant $I$, which can be used to verify the system. Unfortunately, if the automatically generated invariant of [25] is too weak, then the method fails. Lesens et al. [26] used a widening [27] technique to create a range of invariants, some of which may succeed. This method also applies to a wide class of network topologies.

Emerson and Namjoshi [28] eliminate the bisimulation proof by restricting network topologies to token rings. The behavior of all token passing rings can be modeled by the behavior of a token passing ring with a predetermined number of nodes. The smaller ring can then be verified by a model checker.

The method presented in this dissertation does not use induction on a finite instantiation. Finite instantiation for protocols in which a transition can change the state of more than one node is difficult because the finite instantiation must be large enough to contain the product of all the transitions. In the related work section,
a dynamic state model checker is discussed, which may allow a finite instantiation solution for more complex protocols.

The method presented in this dissertation uses an abstraction argument that requires showing a simulation preorder as used in [25]. However, rather than constructing the abstract transition system (even automatically, as in [25]) the abstract states are constructed by applying the concrete transition relation.

1.2.2 Direct Symbolic Model Checking

In this approach, the transition system is specified using a rich assertional language which is adequate for symbolic model checking. The specification can then be checked directly—without induction or abstraction.

Symbolic model checking with rich assertion languages was first proposed by Kesten et al. [29]. An assertion language $L$ is adequate for symbolic model checking if: the initial states and the property to be verified can be expressed in $L$, $L$ is closed under boolean operations and there is an algorithm for deciding equivalence of two expressions and there is an algorithm for constructing predicate transformers in $L$. Given an adequate rich assertion language, the usual symbolic model checking algorithm can be used to verify safety properties of protocols with locally scoped transitions. Kesten et al. then use regular expressions as an assertional language for linear topologies and propose tree regular expressions for branching topologies. Results are given for linear arrangements of FutureBus+ agents.

Abdulla et al. [30] extend the symbolic model checking algorithm for parameterized systems to include transitions with global guards through the use of an acceleration operation. The acceleration operation transforms a transition $T$ into an accelerated transition $T_a$ which represents the effects of applying $T$ to many nodes in a single step. Previously, acceleration had been used in the context of communicating finite state automata [31, 32]. Unfortunately, whereas the guard
can depend on the global state, a transition can change the state of only a single node at a time, and accelerated operations must be atomic. Jonsson and Nilsson [33] introduced a transitive closure operation that terminates for transitions with finite local scope. Bouajjani et al. [34] give a more general transitive closure operation, but this construction is not guaranteed to terminate.

Three research groups use variants of the weak second-order monadic theory of one successor (WS1S) [35] as an assertional language. Pnueli and Shahar [36] use FS1S (WS1S with an upper-bound on set sizes) and obtain both liveness and acceleration for a wide class of protocols. Bodeveix and Filali [37, 38] also use FS1S, but do not have liveness results. Baukus et al. [39] define an abstraction on WS1S representations that terminates for a wider class of systems than [30], but with an over-approximation.

In this dissertation, an abstraction is combined with state enumeration, rather than symbolic model checking. The key difficulty with symbolic model checking for branching topologies is that all states of all topologies are generated in a single verification run. In this dissertation, each class of isomorphic topologies is considered in one verification run. This topological case split avoids the state explosion problem, but precludes checking a property for all unique topologies—as can be done, in theory, with the symbolic approaches.

1.2.3 Enumeration of Canonical States

In this method, an enumeration algorithm generates a set of reachable canonical states. A canonical state represents a set of equivalent concrete states. This method avoids the state space explosion problem by representing many similar states with a single state. The idea of representing many states with a single abstract state can be traced to Lubachevsky [40] and Dijkstra [41].
Pong and Dubois [42] use canonical states to verify parameterized cache coherence protocols. In this representation, the repetition constructors \( \{0, 1, +, \ast\} \) indicate that a system state contains zero, one, one or more or zero or more caches in a given local state. Unfortunately, the canonical state representation can not represent topology information and requires a user-supplied abstract transition relation.

Ip and Dill [43] use the same representation, but eliminate the need for an abstract transition relation. Two concrete states represented by a canonical state are selected and used to construct the next canonical states using the concrete transition relation. The resulting algorithm is implemented in the Mur\( \phi \) model checker [7].

The algorithm presented in this dissertation is a state enumeration algorithm for canonical states, but it uses an explicit canonical state representation rather than repetition constructors. An explicit representation allows canonical states to contain topology information, but limits canonical states to a finite set of messages.

In this dissertation, fragments of concrete states represented by an abstract state, rather than complete concrete states, are used to construct the canonical state successors. Since global transitions require the entire concrete state, the resulting algorithm is limited to locally scoped transitions. However, the algorithm must use fragments because a canonical states represents an unbounded number of complete concrete states—but only a finite set of size-limited fragments. The algorithm presented in this dissertation is also implemented as an extension of the Mur\( \phi \) model checker.

1.2.4 Other Nonalgorithmic Methods

Nonalgorithmic methods, such as Higher-order logic theorem proving an logic program transformations, have been applied to parameterized system verification.
Since the problem of parameterized system verification is undecidable in general, nonalgorithmic methods can be applied to a wider class of systems than the algorithmic methods discussed previously.

Parameterized system verification using higher-order logic has been done in the context of circuits containing linear replicated components by Hanna et al. [44] and Windley [45]. Circuits with tree-shaped replicated components were considered by Bunker [46]. These works identify induction schema that simplify verification for a class of circuits created from replicated components. These works use induction on finite instantiations as before, but the proofs are made explicit.

Bhargavan et al. [47] use a manual proof in HOL [48] together with a model checker to verify certain properties of the routing information protocol (RIP). Model checking was used to verify key lemmas required to complete the manual proof of the desired correctness property. Whereas this case study includes a rich class of network topologies, the results do not generalize to other protocols.

Corella et al. [49] wrote a pencil and paper liveness proof in higher-order logic for PCI multibus networks under certain fairness assumptions. Pencil and paper proofs provide the same expressive power as higher-order logic theorem provers, but do not offer the extra assurance of machine-checked proofs. This work was also a one-time case study rather than a general verification method.

Roychoudhurry et al. [50] enhanced the XMC model checker [51] with logic program transformations to verify properties of parameterized systems. Given a model of a parameterized system and a model of a property, the parameterized system is transformed into the property. Some steps in the process require manual assistance, whereas others can be completed automatically. The enhanced XMC model checker completes the automated parts of the transformation and requires user intervention for the remaining steps. An extended set of logic program trans-
formations for handling recursion [52] is needed. The general purpose verification method covers a wide class of properties, topologies and protocols.

In this dissertation, nonalgorithmic solutions are avoided, but a case study involving theorem proving and model checking is presented in Chapter 7. Nonalgorithmic solutions are avoided due to the difficulty of identifying and proving inductive invariants required to verify parameterized systems. As expected, the algorithm developed in this dissertation can be applied to a narrower class of problems than the nonalgorithmic methods.

1.2.5 Branching Network Topologies

Branching network topologies are variants of full Steiner topologies. Whereas Steiner topologies have not been used in parameterized system verification, they have been studied in the context of mathematics and molecular biological evolution.

General properties of Steiner topologies are discussed in [53]. A particularly important property of Steiner topologies is the number of full Steiner topologies over \( n \) leaf nodes. This bound is derived constructively by Gilbert [54]. The constructive derivation yields a method for enumerating full Steiner topologies used later in the dissertation.

Network topologies represented by variants of full Steiner topologies are identical to intermediate trees generated by the neighbor joining method. The neighbor joining method is used to infer maximally simple evolutionary trees from the gene sequences of present day species given by Saitou [55].

1.2.6 Multibus PCI

The work presented in this dissertation builds four previous attempts to verify properties of multibus PCI networks. The goal in each attempt was to show that all execution sequences of all PCI multibus networks satisfy a message transaction
ordering property. Whereas only one of the four attempts succeeded in proving the desired property, the lessons learned each attempt contributed to the development of this dissertation. Each attempt is summarized below along with the reason for failure and what was learned in the process.

The first attempt [56] used a higher-order logic model of multibus PCI networks in the PVS [57] theorem prover. Using this model, some useful invariants about PCI states were proven and a case split on PCI network topologies was developed. Despite a combined 18 person-months spent by three experienced users, the proof of the ordering property was never completed. The key difficulty was the identification and proof of auxiliary invariants needed to prove the ordering property as an invariant. For example, a proof that a message exists only if it was created previously required 60 hours of effort—after it was determined that this invariant was needed. Although a proof of the ordering property was never completed, the topological case split was seminal for the topological case split given later.

The second attempt [56] used a PROMELA model of multibus PCI networks in the SPIN [6] model-checker. Using this model, only certain execution sequences of certain networks were shown to satisfy the ordering property. Several hundred thousand states of three different PCI networks were enumerated in 24 hours of CPU time. The key difficulty with the PROMELA model is that SPIN is a finite state verification tool and multibus PCI networks are an infinite family of finite state networks. A pencil-and-paper argument was developed to generalize the SPIN results to include all PCI networks and execution sequences. Although this argument was incomplete and unconvincing, it forms the foundation of the monotonicity and well-routed properties used later to generalize the results of NDFS.

The third attempt [58] developed a representation based on quantified predicate abstraction. Predicate abstraction [59] is a technique for using a set of predicates
to characterize abstract states in the computation of an abstract interpretation. Predicate abstraction has been used by Das et al. [60] and Lesens and Saidi [26] to verify parameterized systems. In each case, the key difficulty is the quantification needed to represent collections of nodes in a certain state. In [58], a method for avoiding explicit quantification of the predicates used in the abstraction was proposed. Whereas the method appeared promising, reasoning about quantified expressions was still required. Unable to hide quantification, this representation was never used to reason about multibus PCI. Only explicit state representations were used after this attempt, due to the difficulty of dealing with states encoded using variables encountered in this abortive attempt.

The fourth attempt [61, 62] used an abstract model of multibus PCI in the Mur$\phi$ model checker with a manual refinement proof built in PVS. All execution sequences of all PCI networks were shown to satisfy the ordering property using this model—modulo a complex axiomatization of the abstraction. In this attempt, an abstract and a concrete model of PCI were developed in PVS. The abstraction was axiomatized, and it was proven that the concrete model refines the abstract model. The concrete model was then translated into a Mur$\phi$ model and each topology was verified. The Mur$\phi$ verification required approximately 5 seconds of CPU time, and the refinement proof required approximately 1 month of development time. Whereas this attempt achieved the verification goal, the process was inadequate. The key difficulty was the refinement proof. The refinement proof was difficult and applies only to a specific model of PCI. The abstraction used in the PVS model is precisely the abstraction implemented by the Ndfs algorithm. This attempt is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

This dissertation builds on the success of the fourth effort with an algorithm that computes the reachable states of the abstract model directly from the concrete model. Avoiding construction of the abstract model avoids the need for a
refinement proof. The PCI ordering property property was re-proven using the the NDFS algorithm in approximately 8 minutes of CPU time without a refinement proof. Whereas the NDFS algorithm required 60 times more CPU time than the abstract Murφ model, use of the NDFS algorithm saved 1 month of refinement proof development time needed for the Murφ model.

1.3 Contributions

This dissertation identifies a new parameterized verification problem and proposes a solution based on the enumeration of abstract canonical states. The resulting verification technique can be used to exhaustively analyze functional behavior of protocols on an entire family of isomorphic networks. The verification techniques developed in this dissertation support the functional analysis of parameterized protocols modeled at the network level on all valid network configurations.

The new verification problem is to show that a parameterized protocol provides a communication service to a collection of terminal nodes in a family of isomorphic network configurations. In terms of the International Standards Organization Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model (ISO OSI) [63], this dissertation uses network-level models to verify transport-level properties. Prior research in parameterized protocol verification uses presentation-level models to verify properties at the presentation level or above.

The solution to this problem uses a new abstract canonical state enumeration algorithm, called NDFS. The set of states generated by the NDFS algorithm approximates the reachable states of a protocol on a family of isomorphic network configurations. A significant feature of the NDFS algorithm is the use of the partial concretization to compute abstract state transitions. The NDFS algorithm
is supported by a topological case split and a novel specification language called Newspeak\(^1\).

The NDFS algorithm computes the set of reachable abstract canonical states using a three step process, shown in Figure 1.1. First, fragments of concrete states represented by an abstract state \(a\) are generated. In Figure 1.1, circles represent abstract states and small rectangles represent concrete state fragments. Second, every transition \(t\) from \(P\) is applied to every concrete state fragment. Third, each resulting fragment is merged with a copy of \(a\) to create new abstract states. The point is that for every application of \(t\) to a state \(s\), NDFS computes the effect of applying \(t\) to the abstract state of \(s\). The figure shows this relationship for transition \(t\) applied to concrete state \(s\). The dashed lines show the usual commutative diagram and the solid lines show the transitions completed by NDFS.

Since most verification problems for parameterized systems are undecidable, the applicability of NDFS is necessarily limited. The limitations impact three areas: correctness properties, protocol behaviors, and network topologies. Correctness properties may describe only safety properties of systems that send \(m\) messages between \(n\) terminal nodes. Protocol transitions may modify only a finite set of

---

\(^1\)Newspeak is named after the “Newspeak” language developed in George Orwell’s post-utopian novel Nineteen Eighty-Four [64]. In the novel, Newspeak controlled popular thought by limiting the ideas that could be expressed.
adjacent nodes and may not create states with more than \( m \) messages. Network topologies may connect only \( n \) terminal nodes. Given these limitations, the correctness statement generated by NDFS is: “all states of protocol \( P \) containing at most \( m \) messages in any network with topology \( T \) satisfy property \( \phi \).”

The NDFS algorithm is supported by the Newspeak specification language and a topological case split. All well-formed Newspeak transitions modify only a finite set of adjacent nodes, as required for NDFS. Consequently, NDFS can be applied to syntactically valid Newspeak specifications which do not create new messages. The topological case split generates all acyclic network configurations over \( n \) terminal nodes. Each topology enumerated in the case split is verified by a single run of NDFS.

NDFS, Newspeak and the topological case split have been implemented in the Πcasso model checker. Πcasso has been used to verify the producer/consumer transaction ordering property on Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) 2.1 multibus networks in just over 8 minutes of execution time after enumerating 1,448 abstract states. This result improves our previous PCI verification result, which required significantly less execution time, but required a manually derived abstract transition relation system and a lengthy manual refinement proof.

Πcasso has also been used to verify a write-coherence property for PCI. Πcasso found a violation of the coherence property in one of the four four-terminal multibus PCI topologies after checking 103 abstract states in 5.6 seconds. Since PCI was not intended to satisfy this property the significance of this error is not that the error exists in one topology, but that the error does not exist in any other topologies.

In some cases, the network and protocol behavior restrictions on NDFS results can be relaxed. The network restrictions can be relaxed when adding an additional \( i \) terminals to an \( n \)-terminal network does not result in any new behaviors in the original \( n \)-terminal network. The protocol behavior restrictions can be relaxed
when states with $x + m$ messages have fewer behaviors than the original state with $m$ messages. Since multibus PCI satisfies both of these properties, the Πcasso verification results for four-node PCI networks can be generalized to all states of all PCI networks.

1.4 Scope of the Dissertation

The scope of this dissertation is limited to detecting topology dependent violations of safety properties by locally scoped protocols on acyclic networks with fixed sets of terminal nodes. A complete and more detailed list of the restrictions on protocols, properties and networks considered in this dissertation is given at the end of Chapter 2. Many open issues regarding the verification of protocols on branching networks are not addressed by this dissertation. Each of the paragraphs that follow discuss an issue that is beyond the scope of the dissertation.

Verification of liveness properties is beyond the scope of dissertation. The Ndfs algorithm can be used only to verify safety properties. Liveness properties are beyond the scope of the dissertation. Verification of liveness properties in an abstract model is difficult because infeasible states mask potential deadlock violations. In future work, Ndfs may be adapted to checking $\forall CTL$ (CTL limited to universal quantification) properties rather than just safety properties. An algorithm for full $CTL$ is preferable to an algorithm for $\forall CTL$, but the use of an abstraction introduces extra computational paths that can mask violations of existentially quantified $CTL$ properties [65].

Case splits for topologies other than acyclic branching networks are beyond the scope of the dissertation. In general, there are an unbounded number of cyclic topologies for $n$ terminal nodes because a single network on $n$ terminal nodes may contain an arbitrary number of cycles.
Serializability for concurrent transitions is beyond the scope of the dissertation. As will be seen in Chapter 3, NDFS imposes a serialization on concurrent transitions. A brief argument for serializability of multibus IO transitions protocols is given in Chapter 3, but the general problem of showing that a transition relation is serializable is beyond the scope of the dissertation.

Global transitions and properties are beyond the scope of the dissertation. The abstract state model permits only the number of nodes in a network path to be unbounded—every other aspect of the property and protocol must be bounded. More specifically, NDFS can not be used on:

- Transitions that depend on an unbounded portion of the network state. An example of such a transition system is a transition in which a node observes, or modifies, the state of all its neighbors. Whereas a node in a single network configuration has a finite set of neighbors, checking all network configurations requires assuming that a node may be adjacent to an unbounded, but finite, number of nodes. Complete verification for protocols with universal quantification over neighbors requires modeling an unbounded number of neighbors and is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

- Safety properties for an unbounded sets of terminal nodes. The topological coverage of NDFS limits the property class to include properties over a fixed set of terminal nodes.

1.5 Structure of the Dissertation

The dissertation is structured in a problem-solution format. The dissertation begins with a model of parameterized systems followed by two verification problems for the model. Next, one problem is solved using the NDFS algorithm. After giving the NDFS algorithm, an implementation of NDFS in the Picasso model checker
is discussed along with two verification results for PCI multibus networks. The second problem is solved by identifying protocols for which NDFS results can be generalized. An earlier attempt based on a combination of assisted reasoning and model checking is given and compared to the use NDFS on the same problem. The dissertation concludes with a summary and avenues for future work.

In Chapter 2, the two verification problems addressed in the remainder of the dissertation are defined. The problem statements require a formal model of parameterized protocols that includes network topology. This model is developed and the chapter concludes with two problem statements.

An algorithmic solution to the second problem is given in Chapter 3. Since the algorithm operates on an abstract model, an abstract network model is developed, followed by the pseudo-code for the NDFS algorithm. Chapter 4 contains two proofs about NDFS. In the first proof, NDFS is shown to terminate. In the second proof, NDFS is shown to terminate with an over-approximation.

Chapter 5 contains an implementation of NDFS and experimental results. The implementation is used to verify a simple property of a simple network and two properties of PCI multibus networks. We verify that a corrected version of PCI complies with the intended transaction ordering property given in the specification (the published standard does not). We also verify PCI compliance with a write coherence property. A topology dependent violation of the coherence property is found. These are the first algorithmic verification results for a commercial multibus IO protocol.

Chapter 6 returns to the first (and undecidable) verification problem. In some cases, the results for NDFS can be generalized to solve the first problem. These cases are formally identified and two proofs are given. The first proof generalizes state coverage and the second proof generalizes network coverage.
Chapter 7 contains a case study in which the abstraction computed by NDFS was derived manually. The derivation of the abstract transition relation is given along with a refinement proof. The results in Chapter 7 detail the effort avoided by using the NDFS algorithm. Model checking results for the abstract model are given.
CHAPTER 2

TWO VERIFICATION PROBLEMS FOR NETWORKS OF REPLICATED COMPONENTS

In this chapter, two verification problems for networks of replicated components are defined. Before giving the problem definitions, the computational model used in each verification problem is presented. Solutions to each of these problems are presented in the chapters that follow. A glossary, found in Appendix A, lists all of the symbols defined in this and the next chapters.

Two problem definitions are given since the goal of this thesis is an algorithmic solution to an undecidable problem. The undecidable network parameterized verification problem (NPV) requires checking a property for all states of all network configurations. The decidable limited network parameterized verification problem (LNPV) is a subproblem of NPV which requires checking fewer network configuration classes and network states. In some cases, results for LNPV can be generalized to NPV.

Both problems are defined in the context of a restrictive computational model. The computational model is divided into three parts: network structure, protocol behavior and correctness property. Restrictions on each part of the model are essential to both the decidability of LNPV and the generalization to NPV. The restrictions were chosen not for their formal elegance, but for their pragmatic utility. For both problems it is required that:
• network structure is limited to acyclic branching networks of replicated nodes.
  Each node contains an identical set of queues,

• protocol behavior is limited to locally-scoped transitions that have address
  independent behavior,

• correctness properties are limited to safety properties of a finite set of terminal
  nodes communicating using a finite set of messages (messages will be formally
  defined in the next section).

Transitions are expressed in specification language called Newspeak. Newspeak is
defined such that every Newspeak transition is both locally scoped and location
independent.

The computational model for LNPV adds the following restrictions to the above
limitations:

• network structure is limited to configurations that connect only the terminal
  nodes in a correctness property,

• protocol behavior is limited to noncreative transitions that delete as many
  messages as they insert, or more.

After laying the notational groundwork in Section 2.1, we give formal definitions
of the network, protocol and property models in Sections 2.2 through 2.4. The
NPV and LNPV problems are defined in Section 2.5. An algorithm for LNPV
is given Chapter 3 and a limited generalization from LNPV to NPV is given in
Chapter 6.

2.1 Preliminaries

The natural numbers are denoted Nat. The notation $a = b[c/d]$ denotes the
set $a$ constructed from $b$ by replacing $d$ with $c$. A relation on $A$ denotes a relation
which is a subset of $A \times A$. Functions are represented as relations over their domain and co-domain. The co-domain of a function is the last element of its relational representation. A function in $A \times B \rightarrow C$ takes a pair from $A \times B$ as an argument and returns a value from $C$. A function on $A \rightarrow B$ where $f(a) = b$ can also be written as a set containing the pair $(a, b) \in f$. Function $f$ applied $i$ times to argument $a$, $f(f(...f(a)))$, is denoted $f^i(a)$. Sets are often defined using a set comprehension. A set comprehension is an expression $A = \{a \mid p(a)\}$ which means that set $A$ contains all elements $a$ that satisfy predicate $p$.

2.2 Network Model

Networks are defined first because protocols are parameterized by networks.

**Definition 2.1 (Network)** A network $N$ consists of a finite set of node locations $L$ and a routing function $\text{next}$.

The routing function $\text{next}$ describes the connections between nodes. Given the addresses node $n$ and target node $n'$, $\text{next}$ of $(n, n')$ is the address of the next node from $n$ toward $n'$. Using the nodes in Figure 2.1 as an example, $\text{next}(a, d)$ is $b$ since $b$ is the next node from $a$ to $d$. Applications of $\text{next}$ can be nested to find the $ith$ node from $n$ to a target $n'$. Returning to Figure 2.1, $\text{next}(\text{next}(a, d), d)$ is $c$ since $c$ is the second node from $a$ to $d$.

Nodes are addressed using a two part addressing scheme based on the node’s position within a path segment. Node addresses are called locations and the set of

![Figure 2.1. Determining the next node.](image)
locations for a network is denoted $L$. A node at location $(n_i, p_j)$ is the $ith$ node in path segment $j$.

A path segment is a sequence of nodes that does not contain branches. A path is a sequence of adjacent path segments. Every node in a path segment $p$, except the end nodes, has exactly two neighbors. The end nodes of a path segment $p$ may have several neighbors if several path segments are connected to $p$. In some cases, the end points have one neighbor. Path segment end points with one neighbor are called terminal nodes because they sit at the terminal ends of a path segment. The set of terminal nodes in a network is denoted $L_E$.

The network $N_{ex}$, shown in Figure 2.2, visually describes the anatomy of a network. Network $N_{ex}$ contains several nodes, shown as rectangles, arranged into a network with five path segments, labeled $a, b, c, d$ and $e$. For path segment $c$, the end points are nodes $(0, c)$ and $(3, c)$. Neither of these two end points are terminal nodes since each node has more than one neighbor. The neighbors for $(0, c)$ are $(2, a), (2, b)$ and $(1, c)$. Node $(0, a)$ is a terminal node because $(0, 2)$ has only one neighbor.

The remainder of the thesis focuses on completely connected acyclic networks. In a completely connected acyclic network, exactly one sequence of path segments
connect each pair of nodes and \texttt{next} is uniquely defined for every pair of locations in $L$. The network $N_{ex}$ in Figure 2.2 is both completely connected and acyclic.

Completely connected acyclic networks are classified by the number of terminal nodes in the network.

**Definition 2.2 (Network class)** The network class $N_i$ is the set of all networks $N = (L, \texttt{next})$ such that $|L_E| = i$.

The network $N_{ex}$ from Figure 2.2 is a member of $N_4$ since $N_{ex}$ has four terminal nodes.

Although there are only a finite number of network shapes in a given $N_i$, each $N_i$ contains an infinite number of unique networks. Two unique networks with the same shape may contain a different number of nodes per path segment. For example, $N_{ex}$ has one of two shapes from $N_4$, the other shape is a star-network with four branches. An infinite number of unique networks shaped like $N_{ex}$ can be built from $N_{ex}$ by adding nodes to path segment $a$, or any of the other path segments.

The bound on the number of shapes for acyclic networks with $i$ terminal nodes is necessary to retain decidability for the LNPV problem. Unfortunately, the bound grows super-exponentially in $i$, as will be seen in Chapter 4.

### 2.3 Protocol Model

The preceding network model described network structures, the following protocol model describes networks states—and how to change them. Protocols are executed on specific network configurations, but are defined for all network configurations. Henceforth, the formal network parameter for protocol $P$ will be denoted $N$ with locations $L$ and routing function $\texttt{next}$. The protocol model has three parts: network states (Section 2.3.1), state transition systems (Section 2.3.2) and reachable states (Section 2.3.3).
The elements of are protocol are summarized in the following definition for convenience.

**Definition 2.3 (Network parameterized protocol)** Given a network \( N = \langle L, \text{next} \rangle \), a network parameterized protocol \( P(N) \) is a 5-tuple

\[
P(N) = \langle Q, \Sigma, S, T, T_E \rangle
\]

where \( Q, \Sigma, S \) define states of network \( N \) and \( T \) and \( T_E \) define transitions between network states.

### 2.3.1 Network State Model: \( Q, \Sigma, S \)

The network state model is based on the node state model. The node state model describes messages stored in queues. A message \( \Sigma \) is a triple \((\text{opc}, \text{src}, \text{dst})\) consisting of an opcode \( \text{opc} \), taken from a finite alphabet \( \Lambda \), together with source \( \text{src} \) and destination \( \text{dst} \). Both \( \text{src} \) and \( \text{dst} \) are locations taken from the set of locations \( L \) for network \( N \). A message is valid if its opcode is taken from \( \Lambda \) and its source and destination are taken from \( L \). The empty message is denoted \( \epsilon \) and is valid by definition.

A *queue* stores an unbounded sequence of messages. Each node in a network contains the same number of queues; each queue is identified by a unique index. The set of *queue indices* is denoted \( Q \). Within a queue, messages are indexed by queue positions which are numbered consecutively starting with 1. The length of a queue is the number of nonempty messages stored in the queue. For queue \( q \), the length of \( q \) is the position of the last nonempty message in \( q \). The length of \( q \) in node \( n_i \) of path segment \( p_j \) in state \( s \) is denoted \( Q_{\text{length}}(q, (n_i, p_j), s) \).

The state of a single node containing two queues is shown in Figure 2.3. For this node, and all other nodes in the network, the set of queue indices \( Q \) contains 1 and 2. The length of queue 1 is three and the length of queue 2 is one. The first
message in queue 1 is a message with opcode z from the node at location (2, a) to location (3, a). This particular node is at location (2, a) which means this is the second node in path segment a.

The state of the entire network is the union of the states of each node. A network state is modeled as a set of four-tuples. The set of all network states is denoted \( S \).

Tuple \((i, q, l, m)\) in network state \(s \in S\) indicates that queue position \(i\) of queue \(q\) in the node at location \(l\) contains message \(m\). If state \(s\) does not contain an entry for position \(i\) of queue \(q\) in node \(l\), then that position is assumed to be empty. Alternatively, the state can be viewed as a function in which \(s(i, q, l)\) returns \(m\) if \((i, q, l, m)\) is in \(s\) and returns \(\epsilon\) if \((i, q, l, m')\) is not in \(s\) for any \(m'\). If node \((2, a)\) is included in state \(s\), then state \(s\) contains an entry \((0, 1, (2, a), (z, (2, a), (3, a)))\). Viewed as a set, state \(s\) does not contain an entry for \((4, 2, (2, a))\) because position 4 of queue 2 in node \((2, a)\) is empty.

A network state \(s\) is valid if \(s\) satisfies the following two properties. First, every tuple \((i, q, l, m)\) in \(s\) consists of a queue index \(q\) from \(Q\), a location taken from \(L\) and a valid message \(m\). Second, if \((i, q, l, m)\) is in \(s\) for a nonempty valid message \(m\), then \((j, q, l, m')\) is also in \(s\) for every \(j\) less than \(i\) and any valid message \(m'\). The first requirement avoids storing messages in nonexistent locations and the second

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>((x,(0,a),(4,d)))</th>
<th>((y,(0,c),(3,e)))</th>
<th>((z,(2,a),(3,a)))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(\epsilon)</td>
<td>((x,(0,a),(4,d)))</td>
<td>((z,(2,a),(3,a)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(\epsilon)</td>
<td>((y,(0,c),(3,e)))</td>
<td>((z,(2,a),(3,a)))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2,a)

Figure 2.3. State of a single node.
requirement avoids gaps between messages in queues. Unless otherwise mentioned, all states are assumed to be valid. For example, node \( (2, a) \) in Figure 2.3 is in a valid state if queue 1 contains the empty messages for positions greater than 4 and if queue 2 contains the empty message for positions 2 or greater.

### 2.3.2 State Transition Model: \( T, T_E \)

Protocol transitions are network state transformers. More precisely, protocol transitions are adjacent node state transformers because the effects, or scope, of a single transition is limited to a finite set of adjacent nodes. A transition that is limited to a finite set of adjacent nodes is called a *locally scoped* transition. In contrast, a globally-scoped transition can observe or modify the entire network state. The restriction to locally-scoped transitions is also a necessary aspect to retain decidability for the LNPV problem.

Protocol transitions are modeled using a two-part *parameterized transition relation*. A node location parameterizes each transition. Every node in the network uses the same transition relation instantiated with the location of that node.

The transition relation is divided into two parts because some transitions are applied only to terminal nodes and others are applied to every location. The set of *external transitions* applied to terminal nodes only are denoted \( T_E \) and the set of *universal transitions* applied to any node are denoted \( T \).

Every transition has two parts: a guard and a command. The guard is a predicate on the local state and the command is an assignment on the local state.

Both the guard and command are expressed in a transition language called *Newspeak*. The syntax of a Newspeak transition is given in Figure 2.4. The top-level production in Newspeak is the *transition* production which creates either an external transition (\( extrtransition \)) in \( T_E \) or a universal transition (\( univtransition \)) in \( T \). The guard may compare an opcode from \( \Lambda \) with the opcode of a message
transition ::= exttransition | univtransition
exttransition ::= ⟨guard, extcmd⟩
univtransition ::= ⟨guard, cmd⟩
  extcmd ::= (qloc, qindex, curloc) := (opc, curloc, extloc)
          | extcmd; extcmd
  cmd ::= (qloc, qindex, obsloc) := (opc, obsloc, loc) | cmd; cmd
univloc ::= loc | extloc
guard ::= opc = opc | loc = loc | guard ∨ guard | ¬guard
opc ::= anopc | msg.opc
msg ::= msg.at(qloc, qindex, obsloc)
loc ::= obsloc | msg.src | msg.dst
obsloc ::= curloc | next(obsloc, loc)
curloc ::= l_p
keywords ::= msg.at | next

Primitives : extloc : L_E, qloc : Nat, qindex : Q and anopc : Λ

Figure 2.4. Syntax of Newspeak transitions

contained in an observable location or may compare observable locations and the
source or destination of a message. An observable location is either the current
location l_p or or the next node along the path toward an observable location or
toward a message source or destination. The differences between external and
universal transitions are that the command of an external transition may create
messages destined to any other terminal node and that external transitions can
modify only the local state of the current location.

Newspeak has two keywords: msg.at and next. The msg.at keyword is used to
determine the message at a certain location and the next keyword is used to identify
the next node along the path between two nodes. The primitives in Newspeak and
their types are shown at the bottom of Figure 2.4.

Well-formed Newspeak transitions are location independent and have finite
branching and linear local scope. Finite branching and linear local scope are re-
quired to make the LNPV problem decidable. Location independence and branch-
ing local scope are required to show that NDFS conservatively approximates LNPV. Finite branching local scope is also used to generalize some results for LNPV to NPV. A transition is *location independent* if the transition cannot determine the index of the node at which it is applied. Location independence is achieved by disallowing comparison of $l_p$ with a constant.

A transition has finite *branching local scope* if the transition can observe nodes along a finite set of adjacent path segments. Newspeak transitions have branching local-scope because a transition applied at the current location, $curloc$, can observe or modify only the states of nodes between $curloc$ and the source or destination of messages contained in $curloc$. If each node contains a finite number of messages (as is the case in LNPV), then each transition will have branching local scope. Branching local scope precludes transitions that poll the states of all adjacent nodes. Such polling must be disallowed because a node may have an unbounded number of adjacent neighbors.

A transition has finite *linear local scope* if the transition can observe only a finite set nodes along any adjacent path segment. Newspeak transitions have linear local scope because Newspeak does not allow iteration. Without iteration, Newspeak transitions can only make finitely nested applications of $\text{next}$. The implementation of Newspeak includes loops over finite domains as syntactic sugar.

Since the linear scope of a transition plays an important role in the construction of a solution to the LNPV problem, a *scope* operator is defined in Figure 2.5 that gives the linear scope of a transition. The *scope* operator is defined recursively over the structure of Newspeak expressions. Given a transition $t$, the *scope* $(t)$ is one plus the depth of the deepest nesting of $\text{next}$ in either the guard or command of $t$.

An example of a Newspeak transition is:

\[
t_{ex} = \langle \text{Guard} : \text{msg.at}(0,2,l_p).opc = a,\ \\
\text{Cmd} : \text{msg.at}(3,2,\text{next}(l_p,\text{msg.at}(0,2,l_p).dst)) := \text{msg.at}(0,2,l_p) \rangle.
\]
The labels Guard and Cmd are added to $t_{ex}$ to improve readability. The guard of transition $t_{ex}$ checks that a message of type $a$ appears at the head of queue 2. If the guard is satisfied, $t_{ex}$ moves the message to the third entry of queue 2 in the next location along the path to the message target. The scope of $t_{ex}$ is one, since next appears once and is nested zero times.

The interpretation of Newspeak transitions is shown in Figure 2.6. A context $C$ consists of a state $s$ and a location $l_p$. The location $l_p$ in the last line of Figure 2.6 is same as the curloc primitive of the Newspeak syntax. The interpretation of a guard/command pair $\langle g, c \rangle$, at line 2 in Figure 2.6 is, “if the guard $g$ evaluates to true, then create a new state by interpreting the command $c$ in the context of $s$. Otherwise, return $s$ unchanged.”

Three new operators, opc, src and dst, are introduced in the right side of Figure 2.6. Each of the new operators are accessor functions for messages. As might be expected, opc returns the opcode of a message, src returns the source location and dst returns the destination location. The interpretation of next is defined using the next operator from the network $N$ used to instantiate $P(N)$. 

\begin{verbatim}
scope(< g, c >) for guard g and any command c is 1 +
max(scope(g), scope(c))
scope(a; a') for any actions a and a' is max(scope(a), scope(a'))
scope((q, i, l) := (o, l, l')) for any location l is scope(l)
scope(¬g) for guard g is scope(g)
scope(g ∨ g') for guards g and g' is max(scope(g), scope(g'))
scope(g = g') for guards g and g' is max(scope(g), scope(g'))
scope(o) for opcode o is 0
scope(msg.field) for any message msg and any message field selector
   field, equal to opc, src or dst, is scope(msg)
scope(msg.at((g, i, l))) for any location l is scope(l)
scope(next(l, l')) for any location l is 1 + scope(l)
scope(p) for any primitive p is 0
\end{verbatim}

Figure 2.5. The scope function.

\([expr]_C = s'\) denotes the interpretation of expression \(expr\) in context \(C = \langle s, l_p \rangle\) which yields state \(s'\).

\[
\begin{align*}
[[g, c]]_C & = \text{ if } [[g]]_C \land l_p \in l_E \text{ then } [[c]]_C \text{ else } s \\
[[g, c]]_C & = \text{ if } [[g]]_C \text{ then } [[c]]_C \text{ else } s \\
[[a; a']]_C & = [[a']]_{([a]_C, l_p)} \\
[[q, i, \ell]]_C & = s((q, i, [\ell]_C, [m']_C)/(q, i, [\ell]_C, m)) \\
[[g \lor g']]_C & = [[g]]_C \text{ or } [[g']]_C \\
[[\neg g]]_C & = \text{ not } [[g]]_C \\
[[\ell = \ell']]_C & = [[\ell]]_C = [[\ell']]_C \\
[[o = o']]_C & = [[o]]_C = [[o']]_C \\
[[\sigma]]_C & = \sigma \\
[[m, dst]]_C & = dst([[m]]_C) \\
[[m, src]]_C & = src([[m]]_C) \\
[[m, opc]]_C & = opc([[m]]_C) \\
[[msg\ at(i, q, \ell)]_C & = s(i, q, [\ell]_C) \\
[[\text{next}(\ell, \ell')]_C & = \text{next}([[\ell]]_C, [[\ell']]_C) \\
[[l_p]_C & = l_p
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2.6. Interpretation of Newspeak transitions

State \(s\) from context \(C\) is used as a function in the interpretation of the \(\text{msg\ at}\) operator. Recall from the discussion of network states given on page 30 that \(s(i, q, l)\) returns the (possibly empty) message at position \(i\) in queue \(q\) of node \(l\).

### 2.3.3 Computing Reachable States

The final elements of the protocol model are the definitions of reachable states. The network model \(N\) is included in each definition because some behaviors of \(P(N)\) may depend on the structure of \(N\).

**Definition 2.4 \((\rightarrow_M): \text{One-step reachability}\)** Given a model \(M = P(N)\) for network \(N\), state \(s'\) is reachable in one step from state \(s\) iff there is a transition \(t\) such that the interpretation of \(t\) at some location \(l_p\) gives \(s'\):

\[s \rightarrow_M s' \iff \exists t \in T, \ l_p \in L. \ [[t]]_{(s, l_p)} = s'.\]
Definition 2.5 ($\rightarrow_M^*$: Multistep reachability) Given a model $M = P(N)$ for network $N$, state $s'$ is reachable in several steps from $s$ iff there is a sequence of states reachable in one-step from $s$ that give $s'$:

$$s \rightarrow_M^* s' \iff s = s'' \rightarrow s''$$

Definition 2.6 ($S_M$: States reachable from $s_{init}$) Given a model $M = P(N)$ for network $N$, the set of states reachable in model $M$ from the empty initial state $s_{init}$ is the set of states reachable in one or more step from $s_{init}$ and is denoted $S_M$:

$$S_M = \{ s \mid s_{init} \rightarrow_M^* s \}.$$

2.4 Property Model

The kinds of properties to be verified are described by stimulus/response (SR) transition systems. Such a transition system determines if a protocol provides a communication model among a group of $n$ terminal nodes connected by a branching network. The determination is made by sending messages (the stimuli) between the $n$ nodes and observing the resulting states (the response) of the $n$ nodes. If the SR transition system observes an incorrect behavior, the transition system moves to a special error state.

To clarify the meaning of an SR transition system, an example of an SR transition system $\phi$ is shown in Figure 2.7. The network in Figure 2.7 contains six terminal nodes, labeled A,B,C,D,X and Y, connected by three internal nodes to form a network. The grey box around the network represents $\phi$, which can observe $P(N)$ only at through terminal nodes $A, B, C$ and $D$. Transition system $\phi$ sends messages between these nodes and observes their resulting states. For example, $\phi$ might require that messages sent from $A$ to $B$, then from $B$ to $C$ and then from $C$ to $D$ are received at $D$ in the same order as they were sent from $A$. 
More formally:

**Definition 2.7 (SR transition system)** A SR transition system $\phi$ is a 6-tuple, parameterized by a protocol model $P(N)$, such that:

$$\phi(P(N)) = (L_{Ob}, \text{addr}, \Sigma_{Ob}, S_{\phi}, T_{Ob}, T_{\phi})$$

where $P(N) = (Q, \Sigma, S, T, T_{E})$ with $N = (L, \text{next})$.

Each element of $\phi$ is explained in more detail below, but briefly summarized here for convenience. The set $L_{Ob}$ and function $\text{addr}$ describe the terminal nodes stimulated and observed by $\phi$. Message set $\Sigma_{Ob}$ contains the messages sent and observed by $\phi$. State set $S_{\phi}$ contains the states of $P(N)$ augmented with a finite auxiliary store. Transition relation $T_{Ob}$ contains transitions that make changes to the observed terminal nodes depending on the state of the auxiliary store and the state of the observed terminal nodes. Transition relation $T_{\phi}$ is the union of $T_{Ob}$ with $T_{E}$ and $T$ from $P(N)$.

The set of observed terminal node indices, $L_{Ob}$, contains a unique index, or label, for each terminal node observed by $\phi$. The labels in $L_{Ob}$ identify terminal nodes in the transitions of $T_{Ob}$.

Observed terminal node indices are paired with terminal nodes by the address mapping $\text{addr}$. Given an terminal node index $a$ from $L_{Ob}$, $\text{addr}(a)$ is the terminal
node \( l_e \) corresponding to \( a \) in \( L \). Observed terminal nodes are specified using an address mapping and index set so that the transitions in \( T_{\text{Obs}} \) are defined independently of actual locations in \( L \). \( T_{\text{Obs}} \) is independent so that the same transition set can be checked on different network shapes and configurations.

The set of observed messages, \( \Sigma_{\text{Obs}} \), contains messages that are sent between observed terminal nodes. The set \( \Sigma_{\text{Obs}} \) is a subset of \( \Sigma \) such that message \((\text{opc}, \text{addr}(a_1), \text{addr}(a_2))\) is in \( \Sigma_{\text{Obs}} \) for terminal node indices \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \). The SR transitions are limited to messages in \( \Sigma_{\text{Obs}} \). In contrast, the set of nonobserved messages are messages that do not travel between observed terminal nodes.

The set of augmented states, \( S_\phi \), contains the union of \( S \) and a finite auxiliary store. The auxiliary store is a set of address value pairs that are used to track progress through a multistep protocol. The auxiliary state stores information that determines both the expected response and the next stimulus. Individual states in \( S_\phi \) are identical to states in \( S \) with the addition of tuples \((a, v)\) to states in \( S_\phi \). The presence of \((a, v)\) in state \( s \in S_\phi \) indicates that auxiliary address \( a \) contains value \( v \).

The set of SR transitions, \( T_{\text{Obs}} \), describes the stimuli and responses. Transitions in \( T_{\text{Obs}} \) are described using the SR transition language, which is shown in Figure 2.8. Like Newspeak, the syntax of SR enforces several limitations on transitions on \( T_{\text{Obs}} \). Well-formed SR transitions observe and modify only the locations of observed external indices and create messages only to and from the locations of observed external indices. The \textit{obsloc} production in Figure 2.8 guarantees both of these conditions because valid locations are built only from \texttt{addr}(a).

The interpretation of SR transitions is the same as Newspeak transitions, with four additions. The additions support the interpretation of \texttt{addr} function calls and auxiliary state usage. For \texttt{addr} function calls the interpretations

\[
[[\text{addr}(a)]](s,l_p) \equiv \text{addr}([a](s,l_p)),
\]
transition ::= \langle \text{guard}, \text{cmd} \rangle
\text{cmd} ::= (\text{gloc}, \text{qindex}, \text{obsloc}) := (\text{opc}, \text{obsloc}, \text{obsloc}) \mid \text{aux} := \text{value}
\mid \text{error} \mid \text{cmd}; \text{cmd}
\text{guard} ::= \text{opc} = \text{opc} \mid \text{val}(\text{aux}) = \text{val}(\text{aux})
\mid \text{guard} \lor \text{guard} \mid \neg \text{guard}
\text{gloc} ::= i \in N
\text{qindex} ::= q \in Q
\text{obsloc} ::= \text{addr}(\text{locindex})
\text{opc} ::= \sigma \in \Lambda \mid \text{msg}.\text{opc}
\text{locindex} ::= i \in L_{\text{Obs}}
\text{msg} ::= \text{msg}.\text{at}(\text{gloc}, \text{qindex}, \text{obsloc})
\text{primitives} : \text{aux}, \text{value}, \text{msg}.\text{at}, \text{next}, \Lambda, \text{error} \text{ and } L_{\text{Obs}}

Figure 2.8. Syntax of SR transitions

are included. Two interpretation rules are added to allow the access and update of auxillary state values. The first interpretation rule is similar to the interpretation of the \text{msg}.\text{at} command and the second rule modifies the auxillary state:

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \text{val}(i) \rrbracket_{(s,l_p)} & \equiv s(i) \\
\llbracket a := v \rrbracket_{(s,l_p)} & \equiv \langle s[(a,v)/(a,v')] \rangle, l_p
\end{align*}
\]

where \( v' \) is the value at address \( a \) in state \( s \).

Finally, the combined transition system \( T_\phi \) is the union of \( T_{\text{Obs}}, T \) and \( T_E \). The combined transition system represents the behavior of protocol \( P(N) \) augmented with the stimuli and responses of \( \phi \).

An SR transition system instantiated with a protocol forms a model \( M = \phi(P(N)) \) in which reachable states over \( S_\phi \) can be defined as in Definition 2.4.

### 2.5 Two Verification Problems

The central verification problem is to show that a protocol \( P(N) \) complies with an SR transition system \( \phi \) for all states of all networks. A protocol \( P(N) \) complies with \( \phi \) for network \( N \) if the \text{error} state is not contained in the reachable states.
of $\phi(P_N)$. The most challenging aspects of this verification problem are checking compliance for all network configurations and modeling creative transitions.

The NPV problem includes all network configurations and all protocol creative transitions. More formally,

**Definition 2.8 (NPV problem)** The verification problem NPV is:

Given a network parameterized protocol $P$ and an SR transition system $\phi$, return yes if

$$\forall N. \text{error} \not\in S_{\phi(P(N))}$$

and return error otherwise.

Unfortunately, NPV is not decidable in general. NPV is not decidable because the halting problem for Turing machines with a tape of size $n$ can be encoded as an instance of the NPV problem. In the encoding, protocol transitions on nodes represent Turing machine transitions on tape cells. The state of a single node represents the state of a single tape cell. The SR transition system transitions to the error state if the Turing machine halts.

The LNPV problem is a decidable subproblem of the NPV problem. The LNPV problem requires a bound on the number of messages in a state, a bound on the number of terminal nodes. The bound on the number of messages per state is obtained by considering only SR transition systems which that a finite number of messages per state and noncreative protocols. The maximum number of nodes per state for an SR transition system is denoted $\text{max}_\phi$.

A protocol, $P(N)$, is noncreative if the noncreative subset of the transitions $T$ and $T_E$ include all transitions necessary to move messages between source and target. The noncreative subset of $T$ and $T_E$ contains the transitions that delete at least as many messages as they insert. If a noncreative transition, $t$, is applied to a state $s$ to create a state $s'$, then state $s'$ will contain the same, or fewer, messages
as state $s$. For example, a transition that copies a message into an adjacent node, but deletes the old copy, is noncreative. A transition that copies a message into an adjacent node, but does not delete the old copy, is creative. The noncreative subset of a protocol is denoted $NC(P(N))$. LNPV is defined over noncreative subsets because the forthcoming Ndfs algorithm can represent only a finite number of messages in a single abstract state.

A bound on the number of terminal nodes is obtained by limiting LNPV to networks with $|L_{Obs}|$ terminal nodes, where $|L_{Obs}|$ is the number of observed terminal node indices in $\phi$. This set of networks is called the set of $\phi$-limited network configurations and is denoted $N_{|L_{Obs}|}$. LNPV is defined over a finite family of network configurations because the forthcoming Ndfs algorithm checks only one family of configurations per run.

The second verification problem is stated for $NC(P(N))$ and $N_{|L_{Obs}|}$:

**Definition 2.9 (LNPV problem)** The verification problem LNPV is:
Given an SR transition system $\phi$ and a noncreative network parameterized protocol $P$, return yes if

$$\forall N \in N_{|L_{Obs}|}, error \notin S_{\phi(NC(P(N)))}$$

and return error otherwise.

A precise solution for LNPV can be developed using an inductive argument on a finite instantiation, similar to prior work discussed in Section 1.2.1. Given a network parameterized protocol $P(N)$ containing $t$ transitions each with scope $s$, the finite network $N_F$ is constructed with $t \cdot (2 \cdot s + 1)$ nodes per path segments. Only $t \cdot (2 \cdot s + 1)$ nodes are needed to observe every interaction between every adjacent application of every transition. For an SR-transition system $\phi$ with at most $max_\phi$ messages in a state, each queue in each node of $N_F$ is constructed with $max_\phi$ entries. Only $max_\phi$ entries are required to store every message in a single queue. The states
of $N_F$ can then be enumerated. The results can be generalized to any network in LNPV because every behavior of every transition has been observed in the nodes of $N_F$.

This finite instantiation solution is not pursued in this thesis because this solution suffers from the state-explosion problem. Instead, an abstraction is used that reduces both the size and number of states that must be enumerated. This approach is similar to prior research based on canonical state enumeration, as discussed in Section 1.2.3. In Chapter 8, the combination of the finite instantiation solution with a dynamic state vector state enumeration algorithm is considered as an alternative solution to the state explosion problem.

2.6 Summary

In the preceding sections, models of networks, protocols and properties were defined. A network consists of nodes that store messages in queues. The protocol model describes network states, transitions between network states and state reachability. Properties are expressed as SR transition systems that stimulate a network and observe an expected response. These models are used to define the NPV and LNPV verification problems. The solution for LNPV given in the next chapter depends on several requirements on the network, protocol and property models. These requirements were developed in the preceding models and are summarized below:

- Networks must not contain cycles. Networks with a deterministic routing function $\text{next}$ satisfy this restriction.

- Network nodes store messages only in queues. Network parameterized protocols expressed in Newspeak satisfy this requirement.

- Protocols must be noncreative.
• Transitions must have finite branching and linear local scope. All Newspeak transitions satisfy this requirement.

• Transitions must be location independent. All Newspeak transition also satisfy this requirement.

• Properties must observe a fixed set of terminal nodes. All SR transitions satisfy this requirement.

• Properties must observe a fixed set of messages. All SR transition systems satisfy this requirement.

The set of requirements for LNPV were motivated by the properties of multibus IO protocols modeled at the transport level.

A conservative algorithmic solution for LNPV is given in the next chapter. A discussion of how the algorithm behaves in absence of each of the above requirements is given at the end of Chapter 3. Without the above requirements, the algorithm is correct if it terminates, but is not guaranteed to terminate. The termination and correctness of the algorithm is addressed in Chapter 4 and an implementation of the algorithm is discussed in Chapter 5. The generalization of LNPV to NPV for some protocols is discussed in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER 3

NDFS: A CONSERVATIVE SOLUTION FOR LNPV

The sequence of definitions in this chapter lay out a model for computation of reachable states by the Ndfs algorithm which approximates the reachable status of $\phi(NC(P(N)))$ for a network $N \in N|_{L_{obs}}$. An algorithm is then given for constructing all members of $N|_{L_{obs}}$. Taken together, both algorithms give an approximate solution to LNPV.

The Ndfs algorithm uses an abstract model of network states. An abstract network is like a concrete network except an abstract network contains exactly one node per path segment. The goal of the abstract network state representation is to represent the states of topologically isomorphic concrete networks with a finite set of abstract network states.

The abstract model is followed by the construction of a partial concrete state from an abstract network state. A partial concrete state contains only a finite number of nodes per path, and may consist of only a fraction of the paths and messages contained in the abstract state. The application of Newspeak transitions to partial concrete states is then described.

The next definition describes how to merge next concrete state fragments with abstract states. Merging concrete state fragments with abstract states permits the definition of multistep reachability for abstract networks. This in turn permits the definition of the set of reachable states for an abstract network.
The NDFS algorithm enumerates the reachable states of an abstract network using the merge function and Newspeak transitions applied to partial concrete states. NDFS terminates when an error state is found, or no new abstract states are found. The correctness and termination proofs for the NDFS algorithm are deferred to the next chapter.

A single run of NDFS generates states for a class of isomorphic networks. The NDFS algorithm achieves complete topological coverage when combined with a method for enumerating network configurations. This chapter concludes with a topology enumeration algorithm based on variants of full Steiner topologies.

### 3.1 Abstraction

This section contains a definition of the abstraction function and the abstract network model. The main difference between the abstract and concrete models is that path segments in the concrete model contain \( n \) nodes whereas path segments in the abstract model contain exactly 1 node. An abstract representation with single node per path is chosen so that networks with the same structure, but different path lengths, have the same abstract representation.

The abstraction function \( \alpha \) is applied to a model \( M = \phi(P(N)) \) and a state \( s \) to create an abstract transition system \( \hat{M} \) and an abstract state \( \hat{s} \). In symbols,

\[
\alpha(M, s) = (\hat{M}, \hat{s}).
\]

**Definition 3.1 (Abstract protocol model)** Abstract protocol model \( \hat{M} \) consists of six components:

\[
\hat{M} = \langle \hat{L}, \hat{\text{next}}, L_{\text{Obs}}, \hat{\text{addr}}, \hat{S}, T_\phi \rangle
\]

where \( \hat{L}, \hat{\text{next}}, L_{\text{Obs}}, \hat{\text{addr}}, \hat{S} \) define an abstract network and its states and \( T_\phi \) is a set of transitions.
The abstraction changes the network structure and state set, but does not change the transition relation $T_\phi$ taken from $M$. The construction of each element of $\hat{M}$ and $\hat{S}$ are given below.

The set of abstract network locations, $\hat{L}$, is constructed from the set of network locations $L$ from network $N$ of model $M$. If $(n_i, p_j)$ is in $L$, then $\hat{p}_j$ is added to $\hat{L}$. In $L$, locations were modeled as tuples because a location identifies a node within a path segment. In $\hat{L}$, locations are modeled as singletons because a location identifies only a path segment.

The nondeterministic abstract routing function $\text{next}$ is constructed from the routing function $\text{next}$ of $N$. Given two abstract locations $\hat{p}$ and $p_{\text{dst}}$, $\text{next}$ returns either $+\hat{p}_x$ or $-\hat{p}_x$ (as explained in a moment) if there exist locations $(n, p)$ and $(n_{\text{dst}}, p_{\text{dst}})$ in $L$ such that $\text{next}((n, p), (n_{\text{dst}}, p_{\text{dst}})) = (n_x, p_x)$ for some location $(n_x, p_x)$.

The “+” and “−” annotations on the output of $\text{next}$ indicate the direction to the next location. The direction must be added explicitly to disambiguate cases in which the next location is on the same path segment (i.e., $\text{next}(\hat{p}, p_{\text{dst}}) = \hat{p}$). This case is ambiguous because the next location between $\hat{p}$ and $p_{\text{dst}}$ could be to either the right or the left along $\hat{p}$ and $\hat{p}$ has no notation of direction. The direction can be determined by comparing node indices for the locations returned by $\text{next}$. If $\text{next}((n, p), (n_{\text{dst}}, p_{\text{dst}})) = (n_x, p_{\text{dst}})$, and $n < n_x$, then annotate $p_{\text{dst}}$ with “+.” Otherwise, if $n \geq n_x$ then annotate $p_x$ with “−.”

Figure 3.1 illustrates a situation in which the direction is ambiguous in the abstract model. The figure shows a concrete network on the left and an abstract network constructed by $\alpha$ on the right. Suppose entries for $\text{next}$ of node $(1, b)$. As shown by the labeled arrows, $\text{next}((1, b), (0, a))$ is $(0, b)$ and $\text{next}((1, b), (0, c))$ is $(2, b)$. Based on these two values for $\text{next}$, add $\text{nnext}(b, a) = -b$ and $\text{nnext}(b, c) = +b$ to $\text{nnext}$. Without the $+$ and $-$ annotations, $\text{nnext}(b, a)$ would be the same as $\text{nnext}(b, c)$ and this is incorrect because $a$ and $c$ lie in different directions from $b$. 
Figure 3.1 also demonstrates why \( \hat{\text{next}} \) must be nondeterministic. In the figure, \( \text{next}((0, b), (0, a)) \) is (0, a) and \( \text{next}((1, b), (0, a)) \) is (0, b). In the abstract domain, this means that \( \hat{\text{next}}(b, a) \) must equal either \(-b\) or \(a\).

The creation of \( \hat{\text{next}} \) from \( \text{next} \) is summarized in the following equation:

\[
\hat{\text{next}}(\hat{l}, \hat{l}_d) = \begin{cases} 
+\hat{l} & \text{if } \exists n_i, n_d \in \text{Nat.} \\
-\hat{l} & \text{if } \exists n_i, n_d \in \text{Nat.} \\
\hat{l}' & \text{if } \exists n_i, n_d, n_x, \hat{l}' \in \text{Nat.}
\end{cases}
\]

The directional annotation is not added when \( \hat{l} \neq \hat{l}' \) because it is not needed when the next location lies on a different path.

The abstract address mapping, \( \hat{\text{addr}} \) is constructed from the concrete address mapping \( \text{addr} \). Like \( \text{next} \), \( \hat{\text{addr}} \) returns an abstract location and an annotation. The annotation is required to determine which end of a path segment contains the observed location. If \( \text{addr}(a) \) for observed location index \( a \) is \((n_0, p_i)\), then \( \hat{\text{addr}}(a) \) is \((0, \hat{p}_i)\), otherwise, \( \hat{\text{addr}}(a) \) is \((1, \hat{p}_i)\).

The final component of \( \hat{M} \) is the abstract state set \( \hat{S} \). A tuple \((i, q, \hat{l}, m)\) in \( \hat{S} \) indicates that position \( i \) of queue \( q \) in location \( l \) contains message \( m \). The difference between \( \hat{S} \) and \( S \) is that \( \hat{S} \) maps abstract locations to values and \( S \) maps concrete locations to values. Values for the auxiliary state are not changed.

In addition to creating an abstract model, \( \alpha \) also creates an abstract state \( \hat{s} \) from the concrete state \( s \). The abstract state is created by concatenating all messages
from each $q_i$ in each node in path segment $p_i$, and storing them, in order, in queue $q_i$ of abstract location $\hat{p}_i$. This process is similar to consolidating rush hour traffic traveling on a one-lane road with stoplights. Suppose a one-lane road contains five stoplights, all red, with four cars waiting behind each light. This represents the state of a concrete path segment with five nodes and four messages in each node. Next, suppose all of the lights suddenly disappear—except the first light. Now, all 20 cars are waiting, in the same order, at a single light. Applying $\alpha$ to a concrete state has the same effect as removing the four lights. In the resulting abstract state, all 20 messages are stored in the same order but in a single node.

More formally, the resulting abstract state, $\hat{s}$, contains a tuple $(i, q_j, \hat{p}_k, m)$ if and only if $(i', q_j, (n_a, p_k), m)$ is in $s$ and the following two conditions hold. First, $m$ is not the empty message. Second, the queue indices $i$ and $i'$ are related as shown in Figure 3.2. A sequence of concrete queues in a path segment are shown at the bottom of the figure with a the single abstract queue containing the same messages at the top. The relationship between $i$ and $i'$ is that $i$ is $i'$ plus the sum of the lengths of each $q_j$ in every node in front of $(n_a, p_k)$ in path segment $p_k$. This relationship holds for $i$, $i'$ as shown in the figure because the sum of $i$ and the lengths of the queues to the right is seven.

$$i = 7$$

\[\begin{align*}
\text{h g f e d c b a} \\
\alpha \\
i' = 2 + (2 + 3) = 7 \\
\text{h g f} \quad \text{e d} \quad \text{c b a} \\
(n_a, p_k)
\end{align*}\]

Figure 3.2. Queue positions in abstract state construction.
Neither Newspeak nor SR transitions can be applied directly to abstract states since abstract states do not have the same model of network locations. As a result, the reachable states of an abstract model will be defined using the reachable states of concrete state fragments.

3.2 Partial Concretization

Partial concretization is a key innovation used in the NDFS algorithm. The difference between a partial concrete state and a concrete state is that a partial state contains only a subset of the locations in the full concrete state. Partial concrete states fragments have two important properties: first, there are only a finite number of them represented by an abstract state, and second, they can be made sufficiently large to interpret a concrete transition. The construction of a concrete state fragment from an abstract state is described in this section along with the application of a transition to a partial concrete state.

Partial concrete states are constructed by a partial concretization function $\gamma$. Given an abstract model $\hat{M}$ and abstract state $\hat{s}$, $\gamma$ denotes a set of partial concrete states. Each partial concrete state is represented by a four-tuple that contains a partial concrete machine $\tilde{M}$, a partial state $\tilde{s}$ and two index sets $X$ and $Y$, in symbols:

$$
\gamma(\hat{M}, \hat{s}) = \{ (\tilde{M}, \tilde{s}, X, Y) \}.
$$

The size of the set returned by $\gamma$ is a function of the partial state size, which is in turn a function of the scope of the transitions in model $M$ (this function is derived in Theorem 4.2). Given a set of globally, rather than locally, scoped transitions, $\gamma$ returns an infinite set of partial concrete states. A bound on the size of the set returned by $\gamma$ is precisely the motivation for restricting $M$ to locally scope transitions.
The definition of $\tilde{M}$ for a single four-tuple is given below. Other four-tuples are created similarly, but with different choices of locations and messages.

**Definition 3.2 (Partial concrete protocol model)** A partial concrete model $\tilde{M}$ consists of six components:

$$\tilde{M} = \langle \tilde{L}, \tilde{\text{next}}, L_{\text{Obs}}, \tilde{\text{addr}}, \tilde{S}, T_\phi \rangle.$$ 

Where $\tilde{L}, \tilde{\text{next}}, L_{\text{Obs}}, \tilde{\text{addr}}$ and $\tilde{S}$ define a partial concrete network and state and $T_\phi$ is a set of transitions.

The construction of each element of $\tilde{M}$ (except $L_{\text{Obs}}$ and $T_\phi$ which are just copied) is given next. Once again, it should be noted that the transition set $T_\phi$ from $\hat{M}$ (or $M$) is not changed by $\gamma$.

The finite set of locations, $\tilde{L}$ is built by inventing node indices to go with some of the path segment indices from $\hat{L}$. The resulting set of locations is organized into path segments as described by $\hat{\text{next}}$. Intuitively, $\tilde{L}$ describes a finite set of adjacent nodes spread across one or more adjacent paths. More precisely, if location $(n_i, p)$ is contained in $\tilde{L}$ then the following two conditions must be met by other locations contained in $\tilde{L}$.

1. First, for every $j < i$ location $(n_j, p)$ must also be contained in $\tilde{L}$. This condition ensures that locations in $\tilde{L}$ are adjacent.

2. Second, if locations $(n_k, p')$ and $(n_i, p)$ are contained in $\tilde{L}$ then for any $i$, $\hat{\text{next}}^i(p, p') = p''$ implies that $(n_0, p'')$ is also contained in $\tilde{L}$. This condition ensures that path segments in $\tilde{L}$ are connected by other path segments in $\tilde{L}$.

A bound on the number of nodes and locations in a fragment will be derived later.

The partial concrete routing function, $\tilde{\text{next}}$ is synthesized from $\hat{\text{next}}$. The value of $\tilde{\text{next}}(l, l_d) = l_n$ is defined when both $l_n$ and $l$ are contained in $\tilde{L}$. Function $\tilde{\text{next}}$ is
defined whether or not the destination \( l_d \) is in \( \bar{L} \) so long as the next location \( l_n \) is in \( \bar{L} \). Figure 3.3 contains an instance of \( \bar{\text{next}} \) applied to a location \( l \) in \( \bar{L} \) in which \( l_d \) is outside of \( \bar{L} \) but \( l_n \) is in \( \bar{L} \). All values for \( l_d \) are allowed because the next location toward \( l_d \) can be determined by evaluating \( \bar{\text{next}}(l, l_d) \) whether or not \( l_d \) is in \( \bar{L} \). Moreover, all values for \( l_d \) must be allowed for \( \bar{\text{next}} \) because Newspeak transitions allow the application of \( \text{next} \) to message source and destination locations, which may not be contained in \( \bar{L} \).

The definition of \( \bar{\text{next}}(l, l_d) \) is split into four cases which depend on the locations in \( \bar{L} \) and the value of \( \bar{\text{next}} \). Intuitively, there are two cases for each direction from \( l \) to \( l_d \): \( \bar{\text{next}}(l, l_d) \) is the next node along path segment \( p \) — unless \( n_i \) is the last node on path segment \( p \) contained in \( \bar{L} \), in which case \( \bar{\text{next}}(l, l_d) \) is the next adjacent node in the next adjacent path. Figure 3.4 shows these two cases for the "−" direction. An abstract network is shown at the top of Figure 3.4 and a partial concrete network is shown at the bottom. In case 1, \( \bar{\text{next}}((1, b), (0, a)) \) is \( (0, b) \) because \( (1, b) \) is not the last node in path segment \( b \) and \( \bar{\text{next}}(b, a) \) is \( -b \). In case 2, however, \( \bar{\text{next}}((0, b), (0, a)) \) is \( (1, a) \) because \( (0, b) \) is the last node on path segment \( b \) and \( \bar{\text{next}}(b, a) \) is \( a \). More formally, let \( l = (n_i, p) \) with \( l_d = (n_d, p_d) \) and:

```
\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node[shape = circle, draw] (l) at (0, 0) {$l$};
  \node[shape = circle, draw] (l_d) at (2, 0) {$l_d$};
  \node[shape = circle, draw] (l_n) at (1, 0) {$l_n$};
  \draw[->] (l) to node[above] {\( \bar{\text{next}} \)} (l_d);
  \draw[->] (l_n) to node[below] {\( L \)} (l);
  \draw[->] (l_n) to (l_d);
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}
```
Figure 3.4. Interpreting $\text{next}$ in partial concrete states.

The two cases shown in Figure 3.4 correspond to the first two cases of Equation 3.1.

Next, the partial concrete address mapping function $\hat{\text{addr}}$ is defined using $\hat{\text{addr}}$. Suppose a partial concrete state $\hat{s}$ contains the end point node $n_0$ for some path segment $p$ and that the abstract address $\hat{\text{addr}}$ of some observed location index $a$ is $(0, p)$. Even though $n_0$ is the end of path segment $p$ for $\hat{s}$, $n_0$ does not necessarily represent the end node of path segment $p$ in the full concrete state. Consequently, $\hat{\text{addr}}$ maps observed location index $a$ to either $(n_0, p)$ or $(n_{-1}, p)$. Similarly, if $(n_i, p)$ is an end point for $p$ in $\hat{s}$ and $\hat{\text{addr}}(a) = (1, p)$ then $\hat{\text{addr}}$ maps $a$ to either $(n_i, p)$ or $(n_{i+1}, p)$—even if $(n_{i+1}, p)$ is not contained in $\hat{L}$.

The last element of $\hat{M}$ is the set of concrete state fragments, $\hat{S}$. The set $\hat{S}$ is the set of mappings between locations in $\hat{L}$ and power sets of the messages in abstract state $\hat{s}$. The states in $\hat{S}$ have three important properties. First, $\hat{S}$ is always finite.
for an abstract state. This will be proven in the next chapter. Second, $\tilde{S}$ has the same structure as $S$. Since $\tilde{S}$ and $S$ have the same structure, transitions from $T_\phi$ can be applied to $\tilde{S}$. Third, the auxiliary state tuples are all included in $\tilde{S}$.

The sets $X$ and $Y$ contain indices that indicate which portion of abstract state $\hat{s}$ was taken to create $\tilde{s}$. Index $x_{i,j}$ is included in $X$ if the $x$th message of queue $q_i$ in path segment $p_j$ of abstract state $\hat{s}$ is the first message in node $(n_0, p_j)$ of $\tilde{s}$. Index $y_{i,j}$ is included in $Y$ if $y$ messages from queue $q_i$ in path segment $p_j$ of abstract state $\hat{s}$ are distributed in the queues labeled $q_i$ in the nodes of path segment $p_j$ in $\tilde{s}$.

The construction of a partial concrete state is shown in Figure 3.5. An abstract state $\hat{s}$ is shown at the top of the figure with a partial concrete state $\tilde{s}$ at the bottom. In this partial state, $x$ (shown without subscripts for simplicity) is five because the fifth message from $\hat{s}$ is the first message in $\tilde{s}$ and $y$ is four because four messages from $\hat{s}$ are included in $\tilde{s}$.

The final task in defining $\tilde{s}$ is to distribute the messages in queue locations. The only restriction on message distribution is that messages must appear in the same order, queue and path segment as they appear in $\hat{s}$. The distribution in Figure 3.5 is valid if the first message from $\hat{s}$ appears in the first queue of $\tilde{s}$ and the remaining three messages appear in order in the second queue.

The second purpose for defining concrete state fragments was to create a model

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\gamma \\
\h h g f e d c b a \\
\h y=4 \\
\h x=4
\end{array}
\]

Figure 3.5. Queue positions in partial concrete state construction.
in which concrete transitions can be interpreted. For this purpose, the partial concrete state have the same structure as a concrete state, and the partial concrete state must contain enough nodes to exceed the transition scope. The depth of a partial concrete state \( \tilde{s} \) measures the number of nodes along a sequence of one or more paths in \( \tilde{s} \). Returning briefly to Figure 3.4 (page 52), the depth of the partial concrete state at the top of Figure 3.4 is four since locations \((0, a), (1, a)\) and \((0, b)\) through \((2, b)\) form a linear sequence. In general, if \( \text{scope}(t) = n \) for transition \( t \), then \( t \) can be applied to a partial concrete state with a depth of \( 2n + 1 \). A depth of \( 2n + 1 \) is required because \( t \) might apply next \( n \) times along a path segment in either direction.

Assuming partial concrete state \( \tilde{s} \) has sufficient depth, the interpretation of \( t \) in \( \tilde{s} \) is straightforward. The interpretation of \( t \) is exactly as given in Figure 2.6 except \text{next addr} and \text{s} are replaced by \text{next addr} and \( \tilde{s} \).

Transitions are applied to concrete state fragments only during the synthesis of transitions between abstract state traces. Consequently, only single-step reachability is required for partial concrete states.

**Definition 3.3 (Reachable partial concrete states)** Given a partial concrete model \( \tilde{M} \), state \( \tilde{s}' \) is reachable in one step from state \( \tilde{s} \) iff there is a transition \( t \) such that the interpretation of \( t \) at a location in \( \tilde{L} \) gives \( \tilde{s}' \), in symbols:

\[
\tilde{s} \rightarrow_{\tilde{M}} \tilde{s}' \quad \text{iff} \quad \exists t \in T, \ \tilde{l}_p \in \tilde{L}. \ \llbracket t \rrbracket_{\langle \tilde{s}, \tilde{l}_p \rangle} = \tilde{s}'.
\]

Definition 3.3 will be incorporated with an abstraction/merge function, given next, to define multistep reachability for traces of abstract states.
3.3 Abstract State Reachability

This section contains a description of how to merge $s'$ into abstract state $s$ to create a new abstract state $s'$. The abstraction/merge function $\mu$ takes a partial concrete state $s'$, a pair of index sets $X$ and $Y$, an abstract model $\hat{M}$ and an abstract state $\hat{s}$. Given these inputs, $\mu$ evaluates to an abstract model $\hat{M}$ and a new abstract state $s'$, in symbols:

$$\mu(s', X, Y, \hat{M}, \hat{s}) = (\hat{M}, \hat{s}')$$

The new abstract state $\hat{s}'$ is created by replacing the contents of $\hat{s}$ between $x$ and $x + y$ with $s'$. For each queue $j$ and path segment $l$, the messages before and after $x_{j,l}$ and $y_{j,l}$ are copied directly from $\hat{s}$. The messages between $x_{j,l}$ and $x_{j,l} + y_{j,l}$ are copied from $s'$.

An example of this construction is shown in Figure 3.6. Abstract state $\hat{s}$ appears at the top left of the figure above a partial concrete state $s'$. The new abstract state appears at the right. In the figure, messages from $s'$ are shown using rectangles, messages before $x$ in $\hat{s}$ are shown using downward facing triangles and messages after $x + y$ are shown using upward facing triangles. The circular messages between $x$ and $x + y$ in $\hat{s}$ are not included in $\hat{s}'$ but are replaced with the rectangular messages from $s'$. Although four circular messages were originally taken from $\hat{s}$ to create $\hat{s}$, the new partial concrete state $s'$ only contains three rectangular messages because the transition that created $\hat{s}'$ from $\hat{s}$ deleted a message from $\hat{s}$. For convenience in the following equation, the expression $\lambda(j, l)$ denotes the sum of the lengths of queues labeled $q_j$ in path segment $p_l$. In symbols, the values of each tuple in $\hat{s}'$ created by $\mu$ of $\hat{s}$ and $s'$ are:

$$\hat{s}'(i, q_j, p_l) = \begin{cases} 
\hat{s}(i, q_j, p_l) & \text{if } i < x_{j,l} \\
\hat{s}(b, q_j, n_k, p_l) & \text{if } x_{j,l} < i \leq \lambda(j, l) \land i = b + \sum_{a < l} \text{Qlength}(q_j, (n_a, p_l), \hat{s}) \\
\hat{s}(i + y_{j,l} - \lambda(j, l), q_j, p_k) & \text{if } x + \lambda(j, k, l) < i 
\end{cases}$$
Referring to Figure 3.6, the first case corresponds to the downward triangles; the second case corresponds to the squares and the third case corresponds to the upward triangles.

The preceding definitions of $\alpha$, $\gamma$ and $\mu$ lead to the following definition of $n$-step reachability for abstract states. First, one-step reachability for abstract states is defined in terms of one-step reachability for concrete state fragments. Then $n$-step reachability is defined for abstract states.

**Definition 3.4 ($\rightarrow^{\hat{M}}$: Abstract one-step reachability)** Given an abstract model $\langle \hat{M}, \hat{s} \rangle = \alpha \langle M, s \rangle$ abstract state $\hat{s}'$ is reachable in one step from $\hat{s}$ iff there is a concrete state fragment $\langle \hat{s}, X, Y \rangle$ and transition $t$ such that abstraction/merge of the interpretation of $t$ in $\hat{s}$ gives $\hat{s}'$, in symbols:

$$\hat{s} \rightarrow^{\hat{M}} \hat{s}' \text{ iff } \exists \langle \hat{M}, \hat{s}, X, Y \rangle \in \gamma \langle \hat{m}, \hat{s} \rangle, \quad \hat{s} \rightarrow^{\hat{M}} \hat{s}' \land \mu(\hat{s}', X, Y, \hat{M}, \hat{s}) = (\hat{M}, \hat{s}')$$

**Definition 3.5 ($\rightarrow^{\ast\hat{M}}$: Abstract multistep reachability)** Given an abstract model $\langle \hat{M}, \hat{s} \rangle = \alpha \langle M, s \rangle$ abstract state $\hat{s}'$ is reachable in several steps from $\hat{s}$ if there is a sequence of reachable states starting with $\hat{s}$ leading to $\hat{s}'$, in symbols:
Definition 3.6 ($\hat{S}_M$: Set of abstract states reachable from $\hat{s}_{init}$)

The entire set of states reachable in abstract model $\hat{M}$, starting from the empty initial abstract state $\hat{s}_{init}$, is denoted $\hat{S}_M$

$$\hat{S}_M = \{ \hat{s} | \hat{s}_{init} \rightarrow^*_{\hat{M}} \hat{s} \}.$$ 

The abstract machine $\hat{M}$ is unchanged through the entire process of computing the next reachable state. Consequently, $\hat{M}$ is the same for the entire set of states in $S_M$. $\hat{M}$ is kept explicit in the notation for simplicity, but $\hat{M}$ is not included in the algorithm for computational efficiency.

The process of making transitions between abstract states is summarized in Figure 3.7. In this figure, abstract states $\hat{s}$, $\hat{s}_2$ and $\hat{s}_3$ appear at the top of the figure and several partial concrete states appear at the bottom. The arrow between $\hat{s}$ and $\hat{s}_2$ is drawn using a dashed line because the transition between $\hat{s}$ and $\hat{s}_2$ is computed indirectly by a transition applied to a partial concrete state $\hat{s}$. After $t$ is applied to $\hat{s}$ to create $\hat{s}'$, $\hat{s}'$ and $\hat{s}$ are merged by $\mu$ to create $\hat{s}_2$. Next, abstract state $\hat{s}_2$ can transition to $\hat{s}_3$ through a similar sequence of steps involving partial concrete state $\hat{s}_2$ created from $\hat{s}_2$ by $\gamma$. The process may be repeated ad infinitum, but, as will be shown later, only $n$ unique states will be generated.

Figure 3.7. Transitions between abstract states.
Algorithm NDFS ($\hat{M}$)

1. let $\langle \hat{L}, \text{next}, L_O, \text{addr}, \hat{S}, T_\phi \rangle = \hat{M}$
2. Explored = Empty Set
3. Stack = Empty Stack
4. push $\hat{s}_{\text{init}}$ onto Stack
5. while (not empty(Stack)) do
6. $\hat{s} = \text{top (Stack)}$
7. NewStates = Empty Set
8. for each $\langle \hat{M}, \hat{s}, X, Y \rangle \in \gamma(\hat{M}, \hat{s})$ do
9. Explored = Explored $\cup \hat{s}$
10. for each $t \in T_\phi$ do
11. $\hat{s}' = [t]_{\hat{s}, \phi}$
12. if $\hat{s}' = \text{error}$ dump Stack, report error and quit
13. $\hat{s}' = \mu(\hat{s}, X, Y, \hat{M}, \hat{s})$
14. if ($\hat{s}' \not\in \text{Explored}$) then NewStates = NewStates $\cup \hat{s}'$
15. endfor
16. endfor
17. if (empty(NewStates)) then
18. pop Stack
19. else
20. for each $\hat{x} \in \text{NewStates}$ do
21. push $\hat{x}$ onto Stack
22. endfor
23. endwhile
24. report no errors found

Figure 3.8. NDFS model checking algorithm.

### 3.4 Verification Algorithm

A suitable context in which to define the NDFS algorithm has now been defined. The pseudo-code for NDFS appears in Figure 3.8. NDFS computes a set of reachable abstract states by considering every transition applied to every partial concrete state represented by every reachable abstract states. NDFS terminates when either an error state is reached, or there are no more new abstract states.

The reachable state computation, at lines 9 through 16 is novel because concrete
transitions are applied to partial concrete states to generate abstract states. Other
than lines 9 through 16, NDFS is the standard depth-first state enumeration
algorithm. Using concrete transitions in the abstract state computation avoids
the construction of an abstract transition relation. Other algorithms [60, 43] apply
transitions to concretized abstract states, but NDFS is the first to apply transitions
to partial concrete states. Using partial concrete states is essential because a single
abstract state represents an unbounded number of full concrete states (since empty
nodes can be added anywhere in the network).

Each run of NDFS generates the reachable abstract states for a single family
of topologically isomorphic network configurations. Coverage for topologically
nonisomorphic network topologies requires several runs of NDFS. An algorithm
for enumerating all nonisomorphic topologies on n-node acyclic networks is given
in the next section.

Recall from the definition of the LNPV problem (Definition 2.9) that the number
of messages in a network state and the number of terminal nodes in network
configuration are bounded for LNPV. If this bound did not exist, then the set
of reachable abstract states computed at line 15 might grow without bound and
NDFS may not terminate (unless a violation is found). Without a bound on the
number of terminal nodes, the entire LNPV could not be checked for all network
configurations because NDFS considers only one network configuration per run. In
the absence of either bound, if NDFS terminates, then NDFS will terminate with
an over-approximation.

NDFS imposes a serialization of events on the network state. A network is a
concurrent computing environment in which several transitions may change the
network state in parallel. Unless the protocol being checked is serializable, the
serialization imposed by NDFS may avoid reaching otherwise reachable states. The
burden of showing that a protocol is serializable is left to the user. However,
most IO protocols are serializable since they require exclusive access to a shared communication medium to modify the state of a neighboring node. The problem of showing that a protocol is serializable is endemic to using interleaving semantics to model concurrency and is beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.5 Topological Case Split

This section contains the case split which generates all topologically unique acyclic networks shapes for \( i \) terminal nodes. Each shape can be paired with a transition set and an observed address mapping to create an abstract model. Running NDFS for each case yields complete coverage for all acyclic networks of \( i \) terminal nodes, as required for LNPV.

To generate networks with terminals, the case split enumerates variants of full Steiner topologies on \( n \leq i \) nodes. A Steiner topology [53] is a Steiner tree without the associated geometrical embedding. A Steiner tree is a graph \((V, E)\) with vertex set \( V \) and edge set \( E \). Usually, Steiner trees are embedded in a two-dimensional Euclidean geometry so that path length is the geometric distance between two points. The vertices are partitioned into terminals and Steiner points. The terminals are connected by a set of edges with minimal length. Steiner points are added between terminals to minimize path lengths. A Steiner topology models only the number and degree of vertices, and does not include a geometric notion of length. A full Steiner topology [53] includes the maximal number of Steiner points that can be added to the corresponding Steiner tree.

Full Steiner topologies are convenient starting point for enumerating acyclic network topologies for several reasons. First, full Steiner topologies are acyclic (as are all Steiner topologies). Second, terminal nodes in full Steiner topologies always have degree 1. Finally, combinatorics for full Steiner topologies are well-studied in other fields, such as phylogenetic systematics.
Since not all acyclic networks are also Steiner topologies, we will need a way to create non-Steiner network topologies. For acyclic networks with \( i \) terminal nodes, this is done by enumerating full Steiner topologies with \( i < n \) terminal nodes then connecting each of the remaining \( n - i \) terminal nodes to a Steiner point. This gives the following construction:

1. For all \( n \) such that \( 2 < n \leq i \), build all full Steiner topologies on \( n \) terminals.

2. For each full Steiner topology on \( n \) terminals, connect each of the remaining \( i - n \) terminal nodes to any of the \( n - 2 \) Steiner points.

In step 1, \( n \) is greater than two because Steiner topologies for \( n \) is less than or equal to two contain no Steiner points. Steiner points are needed in step 2 to connect additional terminals to the network. The case in which \( i = 2 \) is the topology most commonly studied in parameterized system verification.

The construction of two elements from the set of six-node acyclic networks, \( N_6 \), from a full Steiner topology of four terminal nodes is shown in Figure 3.9. The full Steiner topology over four terminals, \( fS_4 \), is shown at the top of the figure. Given \( fS_4 \), the next step is to add two edges to \( fS_4 \) to create four networks from \( N_6 \). The four resulting networks, \( C_1 \) through \( C_4 \), are shown at the bottom of the figure. Although four networks can be built from \( fS_4 \), only two are nonisomorphic. Network \( C_3 \) is just a rotated copy of network \( C_1 \) and network \( C_4 \) is just a rotated copy of \( C_2 \).

### 3.6 Summary

The conservative solution to LNPV is based on an abstract state enumeration algorithm and a case split on network topology. Abstract states are created by an abstraction \( \alpha \) that eliminates node boundaries within path segments. Abstract state successors are computed by applying concrete Newspeak transitions to fragments of
concrete states represented by an abstract state. The case split on network topology enumerates variants of full Steiner topologies to generate a complete set of unique topologies over \( n \) terminal nodes.

The conservative solution to LNPV depends on the limitations on the protocol, network and property models. The limitations is summarized below along with a brief description of the motivation for each limitation.

- Networks must not contain cycles. Networks of \( n \) terminals with cycles can not be divided into a finite set of network topologies since a new cycle can be added to any topology to create a new topology with the same number of terminals. The NDFS algorithm will terminate for networks with a finite set of cycles, but the topology case split will generate incomplete coverage of the topology space.

- Networks must store messages in unbounded queues. Unbounded queues simplify the construction of partial concrete states. Properties that depend on queue lengths can not be reliably checked with an unbounded queue model. Adding queue lengths to the concrete model would require modification of the \( \gamma \) function used at line 9 of NDFS.
• Protocols must be noncreative. Noncreative protocols are essential to the termination of NDFS. If protocols could create messages arbitrarily, then abstract states could grow without bound. The number of abstract states and the number of concrete state fragments per abstract state would also grow without bound and loops at lines 6 of NDFS and 9 would not terminate. Given a creative model, NDFS will find all errors in the states it enumerates—but may not enumerate all of the states.

• Transitions must have finite branching and linear local scope. Finite scope is essential to the termination of NDFS. Without finite local scope, the number of concrete state fragments enumerated by $\gamma$ at line 9 of NDFS would be unbounded. As before, NDFS will find all errors in states in generates for a globally scoped protocol, but NDFS may not generate all states.

• Transitions must be location independent. The abstraction and concretization of network states loses the precise location identity of a node. The location of a node can not be reintroduced in a partial concrete state because there are an unbounded number of locations represented in a single abstract state. The NDFS algorithm will not detect errors that depend on the behavior of protocols with location dependant transitions.

• Properties must observe a fixed set of terminal nodes. Each terminal node and the paths between terminal nodes a represented explicitly in the abstract model. The number of paths is a function of the number of terminal nodes so the number of terminal nodes must be bounded. Each terminal node and path must be explicitly represented in the abstract model to allow the detection of topology dependant errors.
• Properties must observe a fixed set of messages. Messages are represented explicitly in both the abstract and concrete states. Without a bound on the number of messages observed by a property, abstract states could grow without bound. This restriction implies that the SR transition system creates a finite number of messages, the noncreativity restriction implies that the protocol doesn’t add any new messages to this set.

The termination and correctness of NDFS are treated more formally in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 4

TERMINATION AND CORRECTNESS
OF NDFS

The claims that Ndfs terminates and terminates with the correct answer are substantiated in this chapter. This chapter contains no new definitional material required to understand the remainder of the thesis and may be skipped by the uninterested reader.

The termination of Ndfs depends on the number and size of abstract states, network topologies and concrete state fragments. Bounds on each these elements depend on the number of messages in a network at a given time (denoted $max_\phi$), the finite scope of Newspeak transitions and the number of topologically isomorphic acyclic networks over $|L_{obs}|$ terminals (which is a function of the number of terminal nodes).

The second task is to show that Ndfs is correct. The correctness requirement for Ndfs is conservative over-approximation. A verification algorithm is a conservative over-approximation if the algorithm generates a set of abstract states that represent a super-set of the actual reachable states. The correctness argument depends on the branching local scope and location independence of Newspeak transitions and the definitions of $\alpha$, $\gamma$ and $\mu$. Because Ndfs uses an abstraction that loses important information regarding node boundaries, it can not be shown that Ndfs is a exact solution for LNPV. This point is highlighted at key places in the correctness proof.
An implementation of NDFS is given in the next chapter. The implementation was used to check two properties of certain multibus PCI networks.

4.1 Termination Proof

The termination proof is split into three termination arguments. Each termination argument demonstrates that a certain aspect of the NDFS algorithm terminates.

4.1.1 Finite Number of Topologically Unique Networks in $N_i$

Recall that the set $N_i$ contains all networks with exactly $i$ terminal nodes. Although $N_i$ contains an unbounded number of networks, $N_i$ contains only a finite number of network topologies. There are many instances of each topology since networks may contain an arbitrary number of nodes per path segment. In the abstract network model, however, each path segment contains a single node. Since the abstract network model includes a single node per path segment, abstract networks are distinguishable only by their topology. In this section, the number of unique topologies is shown to be finite for acyclic networks on $n$ nodes.

The algorithm for enumerating every network shape in $N_i$ for a given $i$ yields a bound on the number of network shapes. Members of $N_i$ are constructed from full Steiner topologies. Four properties of full Steiner topologies over $n$ terminals (from [53]) are of interest:

- a full Steiner topology contains exactly $n - 2$ Steiner points,
- a full Steiner topology contains exactly $2n - 3$ edges,
- every terminal in a full Steiner topology has degree 1, and
- for $n > 1$ terminals, there are $f(n)$ unique full Steiner for $f(n)$:

$$f(n) = 2^{-(n-2)}(2n - 4)!/(n - 2)!.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)
Using this construction and $f(n)$ from Equation 4.1, we have the following:

**Theorem 4.1** The number of unique acyclic network shapes in $N_i$ is less than

$$F(i) = \sum_{n=3}^{i} f(n)(n-2)^{i-n} \quad (4.2)$$

Each term in $F(i)$ is described in detail. The term $f(n)$ gives the number of full Steiner topologies over $n$ terminals. For each topology, there are $n-2$ Steiner points on which to attach the remaining $i-n$ edges needed to create a member of $N_i$. Since more than one edge may be added at each Steiner point, there are $(n-2)^{i-n}$ variants of each full Steiner topology. The sum is taken for $n = 3...i$ because any full Steiner topology with fewer than $i$ terminals may be used to create networks in $N_i$.

LNPV is limited to $N_{|L_{Obs}|}$ in order to obtain an upper-bound on $i$ in Equation 4.2. In general, a bound on $i$ does not exist because it is always possible to build a network with $i+1$ terminals for any $i$. Picking $i$ to be $|L_{Obs}|$ gives a set of network topologies that can be easily extended to all network topologies for some protocols. These topologies are described in Chapter 6.

In later proofs, the maximum number of path segments in a network of $i$ terminals is needed. Suppose network $x$ contains $i$ terminals and is constructed from a full Steiner topology with $n$ terminals where $2 < n \leq i$. The full Steiner topology embedded in $x$ contains $2n-3$ edges. The remaining $i-n$ edges are added to complete the construction of $x$. This results in a graph with $(2n-3)+(i-n)$ edges. The number of edges is maximized when $n$ equals $i$, so that:

**Corollary 4.1** The maximum number of path segments in any network with $i$ terminals is:

$$2i - 3. \quad (4.3)$$
4.1.2 Finite Number of Concrete State Fragments

Next, it is shown that $\gamma$ produces a finite number of concrete state fragments for an abstract state in an instance of LNPV.

**Theorem 4.2** Given an abstract state $\hat{s} \in \hat{S}_M$ generated by an abstract model $\hat{M} = \alpha(\phi(NC(P)N))$, where $N \in N_{\mathcal{L}_{Obs}}$ the number of partial concrete states containing $n$ locations in the partial concretization of $\hat{s}$ has the following bound:

$|\gamma(\hat{M}, \hat{s})| \leq \sum_{i}^{\text{max}_\phi} (\text{max}_\phi - i + 1) \cdot n^i$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

Because $NC(P(N))$ never creates new messages, at most $\text{max}_\phi$ messages can appear in any abstract state. Each concrete state fragment contains up to $i$ adjacent messages taken from the set of $\text{max}_\phi$ messages. There are $\text{max}_\phi - i + 1$ ways to choose $i$ adjacent messages from a state with $\text{max}_\phi$ messages. In a concrete state fragment of depth $n$, each of the $i$ messages are then distributed into $n$ nodes. There are $n^i$ ways to partition $i$ messages in $n$ nodes since any of the $i$ messages may appear in the same node.

The bound on $n$ follows from the limited scope of transitions and the number of paths in a branching network. Recall that $\gamma$ constructs concrete state fragments with enough locations in which to interpret a locally scoped transition. For a protocol with scope $x$, applied to a network $y$, with $z$ terminals, $\gamma$ generates concrete state fragments with at most $(2z+1)x$ locations. Fragments with $(2z+1)x$ locations are sufficient because a transition may view the network state of at most $x$ locations along at most $2z + 1$ paths (Corollary 4.1) in any direction.

The bound in Equation 4.4 includes all distributions of messages across all path segments—not just the *valid* distributions of messages across path segments. A valid distribution places adjacent messages in adjacent path segments. These properties of valid distributions are not considered in the derivation of Equation 4.4.
because counting just the valid distributions produces a lower bound which is not needed for a termination proof.

If \( \text{max}_\phi \) does not exist, then Equation 4.4 would not be bounded and NDFs will not terminate unless an error is found. The resulting error state would still represent a potential violation of \( \phi \). Without \( \text{max}_\phi \), NDFs becomes a semidecision procedure rather than an algorithm.

### 4.1.3 Finite Number of Abstract Reachable States

The final element of the NDFs termination proof is a bound on the number of unique abstract states.

**Theorem 4.3** For any abstract model \( \langle \hat{M}, \hat{S} \rangle = \alpha(\phi(\text{NC}(P(N)))) \), where \( N \in \mathbb{N}_{|\text{L}_{\text{Obs}}|} \) and \( n_{\text{aux}} \) is the number of auxiliary states in \( \phi \), the number of unique reachable abstract states in \( \hat{M} \) is bound by the following equation:

\[
|\hat{S}_M| \leq (\sum_{m=0}^{\text{max}_\phi} (2|\text{L}_{\text{Obs}}| - 3)^m \cdot m!) \cdot n_{\text{aux}}. \tag{4.5}
\]

Since \( T \) is restricted to noncreative transitions in \( \text{NC}(P) \), each state in \( \hat{S}_M \) contains at most \( \text{max}_\phi \) messages. Using the upper bound established in Corollary 4.1, subsets of these messages are partitioned between into at most \( 2|\text{L}_{\text{Obs}}| - 3 \) path segments, and ordered within each path segment. There are \( (2|\text{L}_{\text{Obs}}| - 3)^m \) ways to partition \( m \) messages between \( 2|\text{L}_{\text{Obs}}| - 3 \) path segments. There are \( m! \) ways to order \( m \) messages within each path segment. Finally, there are \( n_{\text{aux}} \) auxiliary states paired with any network state.

Use of the \( m! \) term assumes all \( m \) messages are places in a single path segment in every abstract state. To be more precise, \( m! \) should be replaced by \( m_1! + \ldots m_j! \), in which \( m_i \) messages are contained in path segment \( i \), and \( m_1 + \ldots m_j = m \). However, since \( m_1! + \ldots m_j! < m! \), the less precise, but simpler, \( m! \) term is used.
4.2 Approximation Proof

The abstraction, partial concretization and merge are constructed so that the abstraction of any state created by interpreting transition $t$ in state $s$ is the same as $\mu$ applied to the concrete state fragment created by interpreting $t$ in a fragment created by $\gamma$ applied to the abstraction of $s$. In symbols (briefly abusing notation for clarity):

\[ (\alpha(t,s)) = (\mu(t(\gamma(\alpha s)))) \] (4.6)

Equation 4.6 is used in the proof of the following theorem, which asserts that NDFS generates a set of abstract states that contain the abstraction of every reachable concrete state.

**Theorem 4.4** For any model $M = \phi(NC(P(N)))$ where network $N \in N_{|L_{Obs}|}$, let $\langle \hat{M}, \hat{s}_{init} \rangle = \alpha(M, s_{init})$. For any reachable state $s \in S_M$, there exists an abstract reachable state $\hat{s} \in \hat{S}_\hat{M}$ such that $\alpha(M, s) = \langle \hat{M}, \hat{s}_{init} \rangle$. In symbols:

\[
\forall M = \phi(NC(P(N))). \langle \hat{M}, \hat{s}_{init} \rangle = \alpha(M, s_{init}) \land N \in N_{|L_{Obs}|} \Rightarrow
\forall s \in S_M. \exists \hat{s} \in \hat{S}_\hat{M}. \alpha(M, s) = \langle \hat{M}, \hat{s} \rangle.
\]

Since state $s$ and abstract state $\hat{s}$ are reachable, there is a sequence of transitions that lead from $s_{init}$ to $s$ and from $s_{init}$ to $\hat{s}$:

$s_{init} \rightarrow^* M s$ and $s_{init} \rightarrow^* \hat{M} \hat{s}$.

The proof is done by induction on the length of the transition sequence from $s_{init}$ to $s$ and $s_{init}$ to $\hat{s}$.

The basis case requires showing that $\alpha(M, s_{init}) = \langle \hat{M}, \hat{s}_{init} \rangle$ and $s_{init}$ is in $\hat{s}_\hat{M}$. This equality holds because both $s_{init}$ and $\hat{s}_{init}$ are defined to be empty states and the abstraction of an empty state is the abstract empty state. The reachable abstract state $s \in \hat{S}_\hat{M}$, contain the empty initial state by definition (see Definition 3.4).
The proof of the inductive step requires showing that for any \( s \in S_M \) and \( \hat{s} \in \hat{S}_M \) where \( \langle \hat{s}, \hat{M} \rangle = \alpha \langle M, s \rangle \):

\[
\forall s \in S_M.\ s \xrightarrow{M} s' \text{ implies } \exists \hat{s} \in \hat{S}_M.\ \hat{s} \xrightarrow{M} \hat{s}'
\]  

(4.7)

Equation 4.7 is proven in four steps:

1. Expand the definitions of reachability for concrete and abstract states,

2. Construct a witness, including a concrete state \( \hat{s} \), for the resulting existentially quantified variables and show these values are constructed by \( \gamma \) as used in \( \text{Ndfs} \),

3. Show that the interpretation of any \( t \) in both \( \hat{s} \) and \( s \) is the same if \( \hat{s} \) is equivalent to \( s \) within the scope of \( t \) modulo node indices, which differ by a constant.

4. Show that \( \mu \) recombines \( \hat{s} \) with \( \hat{s} \) to create a state which is equal to the abstraction of the next state \( s' \) created by \( t \) applied to \( s \).

The final step is the most difficult and depends on the finite branching scope and location independence of Newspeak transitions. The proof is given in more detail in the remainder of this chapter and may be skipped on first reading since no new definitional material is contained in the proof.

First, begin by expanding \( \rightarrow_M \) and \( \rightarrow_{\hat{M}} \) as described in definitions 2.4 and 3.4.

If \( s \xrightarrow{M} s' \) then

\[
\exists t \in T, l \in L.\ [t]_{(s, l)} = s'.
\]

If \( \hat{s} \xrightarrow{M} \hat{s}' \), then

\[
\begin{align*}
\exists \langle \hat{M}, \hat{s}, X, Y \rangle &\in \gamma \langle \hat{m}, \hat{s} \rangle. \\
\hat{s} &\xrightarrow{M} \hat{s}' \wedge \mu(\hat{s}', X, Y, \hat{M}, \hat{s}) = (\hat{M}, \hat{s}').
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.8)
Expanding $\rightarrow_{\hat{M}}$ using Definition 3.3,

$$\exists \langle \hat{M}, \hat{s}, X, Y \rangle \in \gamma \langle \hat{m}, \hat{s} \rangle.
\exists t' \in T, \hat{I}_p \in \hat{L}.
[\hat{t}]_{\langle \hat{M}, \hat{I}_p \rangle} = \hat{s}' \land \mu(\hat{s}', X, Y, \hat{M}, \hat{s}) = (\hat{M}, \hat{s}').$$

(4.9)

The next step is to provide witnesses for Equation 4.9. First, choose $t' = t$ and denote the scope of $t$ as $|t|$. Next, choose a particular $\langle \hat{M}, \hat{s}, X, Y \rangle$ from $\gamma \langle \hat{M}, \hat{s} \rangle$ such that the interpretation of $t$ in $\hat{s}$ mimics the interpretation of $t$ in $s$ within an offset.

This is done by building $\hat{s}, X, \text{and } Y$ such that the contents of $\hat{s}$ are the same as $s$ within the scope of $t$ and the locations of $\hat{s}$ are the same as $s$ within an offset. Recall that the $X, Y$ variables denote the size and location of $\hat{s}$ from which the concrete fragment $\hat{s}$ was taken. Define the least node referenced in $[t]_{\langle \hat{s}, \hat{I}_p \rangle}$ for queue $q_j$ as the offset $o_{j,l}$. Choose each $x_{j,l}$ so that $x_{j,l}$ is the sum of queue lengths for all nodes up to $o_{j,l}$. In symbols:

$$x_{j,l} = \sum_{b=0}^{o_{j,l}-1} Q\text{length}(q_j, (n_b, p_l), s).$$

Define greatest node referenced in $[t]_{\langle \hat{s}, \hat{I}_p \rangle}$ as $e_{j,l}$. Pick each $y_{j,l}$ so that $y_{j,l}$ is the sum of each queue $q_j$ for nodes $(o_{j,l}, p_l)$ up to node $(e_{j,l}, p_l)$. In symbols:

$$y_{j,l} = \sum_{b=o_{j,l}}^{e_{j,l}-1} Q\text{length}(q_j, (n_b, p_l), s).$$

These particular values for $x_{j,l}$ and $y_{j,l}$ are included in $\gamma \langle \hat{M}, \hat{s} \rangle$ because $\alpha \langle M, s \rangle$ includes all messages from $s$ in the same path segment and queue as the appear in $s$.

Pick the present location $\hat{l}_p$ so that every location accessed in $[t]_{\langle \hat{s}, \hat{I}_p \rangle}$ is included in the concrete fragment. Let $\hat{l}_p$ equal $(n_a, p_l)$ and pick $n_a$ so that $a$ preserves the offset for every node accessed in path segment $p_l$. The node index offset is preserved if $a$ minus $o_{j,l}$ is equal to $k$ for every node $n_k$ accessed in path segment $p_l$. In symbols, pick $k$ so that $a - o_{j,l} = k$. 
Pick $s$ from $\gamma(M, \hat{s})$ so that the contents of $s$ match the contents of $s$ within $X$ and $Y$. More precisely, for every tuple $y = (i, q_j, (n_x, p_l), m)$ in $s$ add the tuple $\hat{y} = (i, q_j, (n_x - o_{j,l}, p_l), m)$ to $\hat{s}$. The only difference between $y$ and $\hat{y}$ is that the offset $o_{j,l}$ subtracted from node indices in $\hat{y}$.

Tuple $\hat{y}$ can be added to $\hat{s}$ by $\gamma$ because the presence of $y$ in $s$ forces $\alpha$ to add tuple $\hat{y} = (z, q_j, p_l, m)$ to $\hat{s}$ where $z$ is equal to the number of messages in front of $m$ in $q_j$ of path segment $p_l$. The presence of $\hat{y}$ in $\hat{s}$ means that $\gamma$ can add $\hat{y}$ to $\hat{s}$. In general, such an $\langle M, X, Y, \hat{s} \rangle$ can always be found in $\gamma(M, \hat{s})$ since $\gamma$ considers all divisions of the contents of $\hat{s}$.

An example of the construction for a transition applied to network with one path segment and one queue per node is shown in Figure 4.1. Queue and path segment indices are omitted from the figure for clarity. A concrete state $s$ is shown at the bottom of the figure. Transition $t$ applied at position $l_p = (3, 1)$ in state $s$. For this particular application of $t$, $o = 2$ since $t$ does not observe any nodes to the left of node 2 and $e = 4$ since $t$ does not observe any nodes to the right of node 4.
the abstract state \( \hat{s} \), \( x \) and \( y \) are chosen so that just the messages within the span of \( t \) are included in the partial concrete state \( \check{s} \). Value \( x \) is chosen to be 5 since there are a total of 5 messages contained in the nodes to the left of node \( o \) and the value of \( y \) is chosen to be 5 since there are 5 messages contained in the queues within the scope of \( t \) in state \( s \). Having chosen \( x \) and \( y \), a concrete state fragment of \( 2(1) + 1 = 3 \) nodes is constructed since the span of \( t \) is 1. There are \( 3^6 \) ways to arrange 6 messages in 3 nodes but only one of them results in a concrete state fragment that is identical to \( s \) within the scope of \( t \). This fragment is shown at the top right of Figure 4.1. Finally, \( \check{l}_p \) in fragment \( \check{s} \) is chosen to be \((1,1)\) since \( l_p \) is \((3,1)\), \( 0 \) is 2 and \( 3-2 \) is 1.

The next step to show that the interpretation of \( t \) in \( \langle s, l_p \rangle \) is the same as the interpretation of \( t \) in \( \langle \check{s}, \check{l}_p \rangle \)—modulo the offset. Let context \( C \) denote \( \langle l_p, s \rangle \) and \( \check{C} \) denote \( \langle \check{l}_p, \check{s} \rangle \). In symbols,

\[
(m, i, q_j, n_k, p_l) \in \llbracket t \rrbracket_C \text{ if } (m, i, q_j, n_{k+o_{j,l}}, p_l) \in \llbracket t \rrbracket_C \land k + o_{j,l} \leq e_{j,l}.
\]

(4.10)

The proof of Equation 4.10 will be done by induction on the interpretation of Newspeak transitions. The scope properties and location independence of Newspeak transitions are the crux of this part of the proof.

Only the interpretations of Newspeak expressions involving \texttt{next}, \texttt{addr} and \texttt{msg.at} refer to the context. The interpretation of every other Newspeak expression is trivially equivalent. For \texttt{next}, \texttt{addr} and \texttt{msg.at}, the interpretation in the full context \( C \) uses \texttt{next}, \texttt{addr} and \( s \) whereas the interpretation in the partial context \( \check{C} \) uses \texttt{next}, \texttt{addr} and \( \check{s} \). If node indices in the scope of \( t \) differ by a constant offset, then the interpretations are the same modulo the offset. Each of \texttt{next}, \texttt{addr} and \( \check{s} \) leverages properties of Newspeak and SR transition systems to preserve the offset.

For \texttt{next}, if \( \texttt{next}((n_{x-o}, p_k), l_d) \) is \( (n_{x-o-1}, p_k) \) then \( \texttt{next}((n_x, p_k), l'_d) \) is \( (n_{x-1}, p_k) \) because \texttt{next} is derived from \texttt{next}, and \texttt{next} preserves directional information that
is used in the creation of \texttt{next}. A similar argument holds when the next node is in the other direction or on an adjacent path segment. A subtle requirement here is that the second arguments to \texttt{next} and \texttt{next,l_d} and \texttt{l'_d} must have the same path segment index and a node index in the same direction. For this purpose, Newspeak and SR transitions are restricted to apply \texttt{next} to message source or destination addresses. In the noncreative model \( \phi(NC(P(N))) \), only messages with the addresses of observed terminal node indices, \texttt{addr}(a) for some \( a \) in \( L_{Obs} \), appear in a network state.

Briefly returning to two necessary properties of Newspeak transitions, if Newspeak did allow \texttt{next} to be applied to arbitrary addresses, then Newspeak transitions would not have finite branching scope and the proof of Theorem 4.4 will fail here. The proof would fail because \texttt{next} applied to arbitrary values allows a transition to observe locations which can not be contained in fragments created by \( \gamma \). If \( \gamma \) could create such fragments, then \( \gamma \) would have to create an unbounded number of fragments to represent the unbounded number of paths to which a node might be connected.

Also, if Newspeak allowed locations to be compared with constants, then Newspeak transitions would not be location independent and node indices that differ by a constant offset would be distinguishable. As a result, the proof of Theorem 4.4 will fail because interpretation of \( t \) in \( C \) and \( \check{C} \) would be different. Contexts that differ by node indices must be allowed because \( \gamma \) can not create all possible sets of node indices. If \( \gamma \) could create all sets of node indices then \( \gamma \) would create an unbounded set of fragments because node indices are unbounded.

Continuing with the proof, the problem is now reduced to showing that \texttt{addr}(a) and \texttt{addr}(a) have the same path segment index and a node index in the same direction. Once again, since \texttt{addr} is derived from \texttt{addr} and \texttt{addr} preserves the direction of the node index for observed terminal node mappings, \texttt{addr} also preserves
the path index and node index direction.

Finally, msg.at interprets to the same value because $s$ and $\hat{s}$ are the same, modulo the offset, within the scope of $t$. This property follows from the construction of $\hat{s}$ outlined previously.

The final step of the proof is show that the new abstract state created by $\mu$ applied to the new concrete state fragment is equal to the new abstract state $\hat{s}'$ created by $\alpha$ applied to the new concrete state. Let $\hat{s}'$ denote the new fragment and $s'$ denote the new state created by the interpretation of $t$ in $\hat{s}$ and $s$ respectively. Function $\mu$ applied to $\hat{s}'$ and $\hat{s}$ is equal to $\alpha$ applied to $s'$ because $\mu$ changes $\hat{s}$ only within the scope of $t$. The abstract states are equal since $\hat{s}'$ and $s'$ are equivalent within the scope of $t$, modulo node indices, and node indices are not included in the abstract representation.

This concludes the proof of the inductive step of Theorem 4.4.

Although an approximate solution for LNPV is the main result of this thesis, an exact solution would be better. To show that Ndfs is an exact solution for LNPV, we would need to show that $\forall \hat{s} \in \hat{S}_M, s \in S_M$ for $\hat{s}, \hat{M} = \alpha(s, M)$. In general, this is not provable for Ndfs because the transition computation for an abstract state checks every fragment represented by the abstract state. Some of these fragments may not represent reachable states in $S_M$. In a proof that Ndfs is an exact approximation, unreachable concrete state fragments will foil the proof at an equation similar to Equation 4.9. The implementation of Ndfs reduces the number of unreachable concrete state fragments through invariants.
CHAPTER 5

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The point of the preceding definitions and proof was to create a useful verification model for certain problems on branching networks. In this chapter, the algorithm is implemented and applied to a published multibus IO standard.

The NdFS algorithm has been implemented in a model checker called “Πcasso.” Πcasso is an explicit state model checker derived from the Murφ model checker [43]. The Πcasso implementation is described in Section 5.1. Πcasso has two parts: a specification compiler and a verification engine. The specification language for Πcasso is a variant of Newspeak that does not allow multiple nestings of next but does include limited support for invariants describing concrete state fragments. The specification compiler translates a Newspeak specification and an SR transition system into an executable verification model. Given a compiled network-parameterized specification, the Πcasso verification engine instantiates the network and checks compliance with an SR transition system for that class of network configurations.

The Πcasso tool has been used to verify a transaction ordering property for corrected multibus PCI 2.1 networks. The transaction ordering property is the producer/consumer property specified in the PCI specification. Unfortunately, the PCI protocol does not satisfy this property for all multibus networks. Corella [14] proposed a modification of PCI that allows compliance with the producer/consumer property. Πcasso was used to show that corrected multibus PCI networks satisfy the producer/consumer property.
Πcasso was also used to find a topology dependent violation of a coherence property in multibus PCI networks. Although PCI was not intended to satisfy this coherence property, the significance of this violation is that almost all PCI networks do satisfy the coherence property. Results for the alternating bit protocol on a simple lossy network and the multibus PCI results are given in Section 5.2. Both PCI and the lossy network satisfy the requirements to generalize Πcasso results requirements to generalize Πcasso results as described in the next chapter.

5.1 Implementation

The Πcasso tool is derived from the Murφ model checker [43] by the creation of a new verification engine and specification language. Πcasso provides an implementation of queue and network operations. The interface and implementation of the queue and network models are split. The interfaces are visible in the specification language, and the implementation is contained in the verification engine. This split supports specifications written using concrete queue and network operations, but interpreted using abstract queue and network models.

The verification engine is a breadth-first implementation of the Ndfs algorithm (which is described in its depth-first form in Figure 3.8). The verification engine uses the output of the specification compiler to generate an executable C++ model which is then compiled and executed to perform verification.

The Πcasso implementation of Ndfs avoids the explicit construction of concrete state fragments through the use of state-vector pointers. The state-vector pointers provide a concrete view of a fragment of the abstract state vector. All queue operations are done in-place directly using the concrete view of the state vector on the abstract state vector. In this manner, the Πcasso implementation avoids copying portions of the state vector into different memory locations then merging the portions back into the abstract state vector.
The Πcasso tool extends NDFS through the inclusion of invariants and certain kinds of creative transitions. Invariants are used at line 9 to identify and eliminate infeasible concrete state fragments. An infeasible concrete state fragment is a fragment that can be generated from an abstract state, but which does not correspond to a reachable state in the concrete model. Invariants on concrete fragment avoid infeasible fragments. This, in turn, prevents infeasible computational paths that might lead to infeasible error states. A future implementation of Πcasso will include a mechanism for more general user-supplied invariants.

Recall that a creative transition is a transition that results in a network state with more messages. Some protocols (such as multibus PCI) support message types that leave a trail of copies in every node through which they pass. The trailing copies guide an acknowledgment back to the source but provide no other functionality. Πcasso extends NDFS by providing support for these message types. In Πcasso only the newest trailing copy in the state vector is kept, other copies are reintroduced nondeterministically as needed. The Πcasso built-in insert and delete operations for queues are modified so that whenever a message of this type is inserted, the trailing copy is deleted. Similarly, whenever such a message is deleted a copy is inserted in the adjacent node.

Although queues are unbounded in the protocol model, Πcasso places a bound on queue length. The fact that such a bound always exists follows from Theorem 4.2 (page 68) which states that all abstract states are finite. The user must provide the queue length bound, if the provided bound is exceeded then execution stops and must be restarted with a larger bound. Another approach to queue lengths is a dynamic, rather than static, state vector. Dynamic state vectors for explicit state model checking will be discussed later in Chapter 8.

The Πcasso compiler reads a specification and creates a network parameterized C++ file from the specification. The specification language includes an interface to
unbounded queues and branching networks. Overloaded functions support queue operations on queues with different element types in the same specification. The Πcasso compiler disambiguates overloaded function and procedure calls using type signatures.

The Πcasso specification language varies from Newspeak in three ways. First, the Πcasso version of Newspeak language allows conditionals, local variable bindings and loops over finite domains. These two constructs simplify the description of a model, but do not change the expressive power of Newspeak.

Second, the Πcasso does not allow nesting of the next operator. Disallowing multiple nestings of next increases the efficiency of the verification algorithm at the cost of expressiveness. The lost expressiveness means that all transitions have a scope of 1 in a Πcasso model. The loss is trivial because an IO protocol that has a transition of scope greater than one has not yet been identified. This model is more efficient due to the reduced number of fragments that must be considered at line 9 of Ndfs. In terms of the concrete fragment bound established in Equation 4.4 of Theorem 4.2 (page 68), restricting all transitions to have scope one means that the free variable \( n \) can be set to 3.

Finally, Πcasso allows the specification of certain kinds of invariants about relative message positionings. Each message positioning invariant describes the relative position of a pair of messages. As discussed previously, Πcasso uses this extra information to reduce the number of infeasible fragments.

The usage model for Πcasso is shown in Figure 5.1. In the figure, information supplied by the user is shaded grey. Use of Πcasso begins with a Newspeak specification that might include invariants about of concrete state fragments. The message specification includes a type that is used to instantiate the element type for the queue class. The queue class supplies a set of queue operations which are
used in the Newspeak transition specifications. Both the queue class and offset index class are supplied by Πcasso.

The Πcasso compiler combines the Newspeak specification with the queue and offset classes to create a network parameterized C++ file. In the network parameterized C++ file, all values that depend on the number of paths are defined in terms of a preprocessor variable. The preprocessor variable is instantiated by the network topology selected by the user and number of observed external nodes. The number of observed external locations (taken from the Newspeak specification) together with a user-supplied topology selector determine which topology is used to instantiate the C++ file with. A C++ compiler generates an executable file from the network instantiated file. The executable file generates states and looks for violations.
5.1.1 Example

A brief example illustrates the interaction between the Πcasso specification language and verification engine. Suppose the following line from a Πcasso specification performs the insertion of a message \( m \):

\[
\text{Qinsert}(\text{next}(m_1.\text{dst}).q_1, 0, m)
\]

The insert operation inserts \( m \) into queue \( q_1 \) of the next node between location \text{here} and the destination of message \( m_1 \).

Given the above statement, the Πcasso specification compiler generates the following C++ code:

\[
q_1.\text{Qinsert}(\text{here}, \text{tm}\rightarrow\text{next}(\text{here}, m_1.\text{dst}), 0, m)
\]

The C++ statement generated by the compiler is a call to the \text{Qinsert} method of the \( q_1 \) object.

The first two parameters of the \text{Qinsert} call give the present location and the target of the insert operation. The present location is \text{here} and the target location is the result of a call to the \text{next} method of the topology manager, \text{tm}. The \text{next} method of \text{tm} is instantiated by the preprocessor after network topology is chosen. The values of these two locations and the current offsets determine where to insert \( m \) in the concrete view of the abstract state vector. The final two parameters to \text{insert} are the queue position and data that are to be inserted.

The evaluation of \text{insert} makes calls to the offset manager to determine where position \( 0 \) of location \text{next(here, m_1.dst)} appears in the state vector. After the state vector location is determined, the state vector is modified to insert \( m \) at the appropriate location.
5.2 Results

5.2.1 Alternating-Bit Protocol

The first result concerns the verification of the alternating-bit protocol (ABP) on a lossy network (Lossy) with data transmission errors. The network model for this example allows messages to be dropped by any node and the data bit of a message to be mutated. When a message is dropped, a negative acknowledgment is sent back to the sender.

The Πcasso specification includes an SR transition system that describes the behavior of ABP and a set of transitions that describe the behavior of nodes in a Lossy network. The transitions that implement ABP use auxiliary state to track the expected value of the alternating bit in the next message. The protocol transition rules move messages between queues in nodes and drop messages. A negative acknowledge is sent to the source of dropped messages. The Πcasso input file for ABP on the Lossy network can be found in Appendix B.

A single transition specification from this model is shown below:

Rule "pass message outq"

!(Qempty (this.outq))

==> 

var msg : msg_type ;
begin

msg := Qpop (this.outq);
Qappend (next(msg.dst).inq, msg);

end;

This transition moves a message from outq to the inq of the next node. The guard is shown before the “==>” and the command is shown after. The guard checks that outq is not empty. If outq is not empty, then the command pops the first message
and appends the message to \texttt{inq} of the next node along the path to the message destination.

In this model, an \texttt{error} state is reached if a message with the wrong alternating-bit value is received. The previous value of the alternating bit is stored in the \texttt{old_obs_state} variable, and the current value is stored in the \texttt{obs_state} variable. The \texttt{old_obs_state} is set to \texttt{s0} if the sender sent a message with the alternating bit set to 0, and \texttt{obs_state} is set to \texttt{r0} if the receiver receives a message with the bit set to 0. The \texttt{SR} transition below moves to the \texttt{error} state when the sender or receiver receive an unexpected alternating-bit value.

Rule "error transitions for \texttt{obs_state}"
\begin{verbatim}
! ((old_obs_state = s0 & obs_state = r0) |
  (old_obs_state = r0 & obs_state = s1) |
  (old_obs_state = s1 & obs_state = r1) |
  (old_obs_state = r1 & obs_state = s0) )
  ==> begin
    error "receive or send out of order";
  end;
\end{verbatim}

Before running the verification engine on the specification, the maximum number of messages that can be present in the network at any given time is determined. For the ABP, this bound is four since the Sender and Receiver can have at most one message and negative acknowledgment in transit in a given state. Using $max_\phi$ as four in Equation 4.5, and recalling that the ABP uses four bits of auxiliary state and two observed external locations, $\Pi_{casso}$ will find at most
\[
(2! + 3! + 4!) \cdot 4 = 128
\]
abstract states.
The verification engine instantiates the C++ model with a network topology containing two external nodes connected by a single path segment. For ABP on Lossy, the user is not required to select a topology because there is only one topology between two terminals. The computation of the abstract reachable states finds 26 states and in less than 10 seconds of CPU time. Although the ABP on Lossy contains at most 128 abstract states, the actual number of reachable abstract states is significantly smaller. Since Πcasso provides answers only for the LNPV, the model checking result demonstrates that the ABP can be implemented on all two-node instances of this simple network in the absence of any other messages. In Chapter 6, it will be shown how to generalize this result to any pair of nodes in any lossy network.

5.2.2 Multibus PCI

A PCI multibus network consists of agents, bridges and busses. An agent is an external location, a bridge is an internal location and busses form the connection between agents and bridges. Each agent and bridge stores messages in two queues. The PCI protocol supports three message types: delayed, completion and posted. Delayed messages are acknowledged by completions and posted messages are unacknowledged. There are two kinds of delayed messages: committed and uncommitted. A committed delayed message has been attempted on the bus, but not necessarily received by the target. An uncommitted delayed message has not yet been attempted on the bus. Uncommitted delayed messages and completions can be dropped at any time. A delayed message leaves committed copies of itself in every bridge through which it passes. As the acknowledging completion deletes travels back to the sending agent the committed copies are deleted. Within a queue, all reorderings are allowed—except no message may pass a posted message.
PCI includes a creative transition, the delayed latch, which is essential for the completion of delayed messages. The delayed latch creates a new copy of a delayed message in an adjacent node. The new copy is created only when a copy of the message, or its completion, do not already appear in the adjacent node. All PCI transitions can be expressed as Newspeak transitions in the Πcasso model checker. The kind of creative transition needed for a model of PCI is supported by Πcasso through auxiliary invariants as described previously.

The Newspeak model of PCI includes 12 transitions to move PCI messages between bridges, and 15 transitions to reorder and delete messages within queues. Including supporting functions, the Newspeak specification of PCI is 907 long. The network-independent C++ file generated by Πcasso for PCI contains 5,328 lines of code.

Other models of PCI used by Clarke [13] and Shimizu [66] describe PCI at the bus level. The Πcasso models of PCI describe the transitions implemented by the bus-level signals. The Πcasso model is adapted from the model of PCI used by Corella et al. [67]. Similar models of PCI have been developed as PVS theories rather than Πcasso specifications as described later in Chapter 7. The PVS models are more concise because the PVS specification language allows richer quantification.

Each of the following Πcasso results for PCI includes only four families of labeled network topologies and assumes the absence of any other messages. In Chapter 6 it is shown that the results can be generalized to all network topologies in the presence of any other network traffic.

Multibus PCI was tested for compliance with two SR transition systems. The first is the producer/consumer (PC) property. An example of an execution of the transitions in the PC property for one network configuration appears in Figure 5.2.
1. The producer (labeled “P”) issues a write to a data address followed by a write to a flag address. These writes are labeled “dw” and “fw” respectively. At the same time, the consumer issues a read to the flag address which is labeled “fr.”

2. The producer’s writes and the consumer’s reads travel to their destinations.

3. When the consumers flag read arrives at the flag address, a completion is created, labeled “cfr” and sent back to the consumer.

4. The flag read completion travels back to the consumer deleting while deleting trailing copies of the flag read.

5. If the producer’s flag write arrived at the flag before the consumer’s flag read (as is the case in Figure 5.2), then the consumer sees that the flag is set and data is ready to be read. The consumer sends a delayed transaction to read the data (labeled “dr”).

6. The consumer’s dr travels to the data address and reads the data value written by the producer.

Modeled as an SR transition system, the first five steps of the above example form the stimuli of the PC property and the last step is the expected response.

The PC property was stated as an SR transition system with four observed terminal nodes (Producer, Consumer, Data and Flag) and a maximum of six messages in any given network state. Three Boolean variables comprise the auxiliary state. The auxiliary is used to determine whether or not the flag write completed before the flag read, and whether or not the data read completed before the data write.

The actual number of reachable states for each multibus PCI topology over four terminal nodes is shown in Table 5.1. No violations of the PC property were found in any topologies.
Figure 5.2. Producer/consumer property.

The second result for multibus PCI networks considers compliance with a write coherence property. In this coherence property, two processors each write to a cache and the main memory. One processor reads from the main memory and the other from the cache. Both processors are expected to read the same value. Since PCI was not intended to comply with this memory model, the significance of this result is not that one configuration violates the model but that most configurations do not violate the model. This example highlights the utility of looking for topology dependent violations.

The transition system is introduced using Figure 5.3. Configuration C1 is shown on the left and configuration C2 is shown on the right. The transition system has

Table 5.1. Icasso results for PC property on multibus PCI networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>CPU Time</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Violation?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>167 sec.</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>238 sec.</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>74 sec.</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>17 sec.</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>496 sec.</td>
<td>1448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
four external locations: two processors $A$ and $B$ and two memories $X$ and $Y$. The expected response is that if processor $A$ reads a 2 from memory $Y$ then processor $B$ will also read a 2 from memory $X$. The transition system is divided in four steps:

1. Processor $A$ writes the value 1 to memory $X$ and writes the same value to memory $Y$. The write to $Y$ pushes the write to $X$ until the paths from $A$ to $Y$ and $A$ to $X$ split. In each configuration, write-pushing is indicated by a
dashed arrow. Note that in configuration $C2$, the write to $X$ is pushed only to the middle path segment.

2. After the writes from $A$ arrive at $X$ and $Y$, processor $B$ writes the value 2 to memory $X$ then to memory $Y$. The write to $Y$ pushes the write to $X$ as shown by the dashed arrow.

3. Processor $A$ reads from memory $Y$ and processor $B$ reads from memory $X$. Meanwhile, the pending write $(w1, A, X)$ in configuration $C2$ might finally complete its journey to memory $X$.

4. When the reads arrive, processor $A$ will read a 2. Processor $B$ will read a 2 in configuration $C1$, but might read a 1 in configuration $C2$.

The trace in configuration $C1$ conforms with the property but the trace in configuration $C2$ might not.

Πcasso was used to show that all traces of all configurations, other than $C2$, conform with the coherence property. The states and CPU time required to check the coherence model are shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Πcasso results for Coherence property on multibus PCI networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>CPU Time</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Violation?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>1.4 sec.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>1.9 sec.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>1.3 sec.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.9 sec.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5.5 sec.</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Knowing where not to look for errors is as useful as knowing where to look for
errors. The computational setting of LNPV excludes certain network configurations
and protocol behaviors that are included in NPV. For some protocols, we can prove
that the excluded configurations and behaviors do not contain any new errors. In
these cases, verification results from Ndfs for LNPV generalize to NPV.

In this chapter, we formally define this class of protocols and give the gener-
alization proof. The generalization proof is broken in two parts. The first part
covers the behavioral generalization from $P$ to $NC(P)$. The crux of this argument
is that, for some protocols, adding more messages to a network state containing a
set of $m$ messages might disable, but never enable, transitions on the original $m$
messages. The new messages may enable more transitions, but those transitions
never change the relative positions of the original $m$ messages. Such protocols are
called monotonic under projection. This monotonicity property is defined formally
and then used in the proof.

The second argument covers generalization from $N_{\phi}$ to $N_i$ for any $i$. Going from
$N_{\phi}$ to $N_i$ results in complete coverage of branching network configurations. The
key to this generalization is that, for some protocols, messages are insensitive to
the state of the network outside their path from source to destination. In this case,
the network state outside of $N_{\phi}$ has no bearing on the behavior of the observed
messages. Such protocols are called well-routed. The well-routed property is defined
formally and used in the proof.
The final section in this chapter discusses the generalization of the Πcasso model checking results obtained in Chapter 5. Results for ABP on the LOSSY network and PC and Coherency on multibus PCI networks can be generalized.

6.1 Generalizing from $NC(P)$ to $P$

Generalizing from $NC(P)$ to $P$ means that the protocol may inject random messages into the network at any time. The problem is that these messages might uncover new violations of a property $\phi$. Without the creative transitions in $P$, the verification of $\phi$ for $NC(P)$ includes only states that contain just the messages observed by $\phi$. Perhaps the new messages added by $P$ will lead to states that now violate $\phi$.

For monotonic-under-projection protocols, the new messages will not lead to states that violate $\phi$. This monotonicity property describes a relationship between projected states and enabled transitions. Projected states and sets of enabled transitions are defined next, followed by the monotonicity relation.

A projection is a mapping between states that removes all instances of certain messages from a state. The messages that are removed are called the extra-set for a projection. A member of the extra-set is called an extra message.

**Definition 6.1** A projection $\pi$ is a function which maps states to states such that $\pi_M s^+ = s$ for some finite removal set of messages $M$, such that $s = s^+ \text{ without any messages from } M$.

\[\begin{align*}
(i, q, (n, p), m) &\in s \text{ iff } \\
(j, q, (n, p), m) &\in s^+ \land m \in M \land \\
\forall (k, q, (n, p), m) &\in s^+.
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
m &\in \Sigma_{\text{Obs}} \land k < j \rightarrow (l, q, (n, p), m) \in s \land l < i \lor \\
m &\in \Sigma_{\text{Obs}} \land k = j \rightarrow (l, q, (n, p), m) \in s \land l = i \lor \\
m &\in \Sigma_{\text{Obs}} \land k > j \rightarrow (l, q, (n, p), m) \in s \land l > i.
\end{align*}\]

An example of a projection application to a single queue is shown in Figure 6.1. The projection $\pi$ in Figure 6.1 removes all messages of type $b$. The only extra
message in Figure 6.1 is the message of type $b$ between the two messages of type $a$. The projected state includes both messages of type $a$, but now the messages are adjacent since the extra message was deleted.

One useful projection is the $\phi$-projection defined by an SR transition system $\phi$. The $\phi$-projection retains only the observed messages $\Sigma_{\text{obs}}$ required by $\phi$. The value of the $\phi$-projection is that the $\phi$-projection eliminates all of the messages created by $P$.

The second concept needed for the monotonicity property is the noop-set of a projection for a given state. A transition is included in the noop-set if the projection discards all state changes made by transitions. In the monotonicity property, the size of the noop-set quantifies the number of transitions that do not modify the projection of a state.

**Definition 6.2** The noop set for a state $s$, transition system $T$ and projection $\pi$ is denoted $\text{noop}(s, T, \pi)$ and is the largest set of transitions from $T$ such that no interpretations of $t$ result in a state different than $s$ under projection $\pi$:

$$t \in \text{noop}(s, T, \pi) \text{ iff } \forall l \in L. \pi([t]_{s,l}) = \pi(s).$$

The monotonicity property can now be defined in terms of projection and noop-sets. The monotonicity property we want requires that states with more extra messages have larger noop-sets.
Definition 6.3  A model $M = P(N)$ is monotonic under a projection $\pi$ if for any reachable state $s \in S_M$,

$$noop(\pi(s), T, \pi) \subseteq noop(s, T, \pi).$$

A model that satisfies the above monotonicity property for a projection $\pi$ is denoted $\text{mono}(\pi, M)$.

The somewhat unusual expression $noop(\pi(s), T, \pi)$ merits further clarification. The expression $noop(\pi(s), T, \pi)$ denotes the set of transitions which make no modifications of any kind to state $\pi(s)$. Since transitions are applied directly to $\pi(s)$ and $\pi(\pi(s)) = \pi(s)$, the application of $\pi$ to the interpretation of a transition of $\pi(s)$ does not hide any state modifications made by the transition.

Returning state $s$ in Figure 6.1, three examples of transitions that swap messages will clarify the intuition behind monotonicity. First, a monotonic transition $t$ might swap adjacent messages of type $a$. Transition $t$ is in the noop-set for $s$ because extra message $b$ sits between both messages of type $a$. Removing $b$ from $s$ removes $t$ from the noop-set of $\pi(s)$ since both messages of type $a$ are now adjacent. A transition $t'$ which swaps adjacent $a$ and $b$ messages is also monotonic. Although $t'$ may modify state $s$, the modification is discarded by the projection. Since message $b$ is removed by the projection, the relative position of $b$ in state $s$ does not matter in the projection of $s$. Finally, a transition $t''$ which swaps two messages of type $a$ if they are separated by a message of type $b$ is not monotonic. Transition $t''$ is not monotonic because removing message $b$ from state $s$ adds transition $t''$ to the noop-set.

In the remainder of this section, we show that the new messages added by $P$ do not cause new violations of $\phi$ in monotonic protocols.
Theorem 6.1 Given creative model $M^+ = \phi(P(N))$ and noncreative model $M = \phi(NC(P)_N)$ with $\text{mono}(\pi_\phi, M^+)$ and $N \in N|\phi|$: 

$$\forall s^+ \in S_{M^+}, \pi_\phi(s^+) \in S_M.$$ 

Proof. The proof is similar to the trace inclusion proof used for Theorem 4.4. State $s^+$ was created by a sequence of transition applications. We will show that each intermediate transition applied to an intermediate state $s^{+'}$ in the creation of $s^+$ is mirrored by a transition from $M$ applied to the projection of $s^{+'}$. There are two cases to consider, each transition $t$ could have been in $\text{noop}(s^{+'}, T, \pi)$ or not. For each case, we must show that an application of $t$ to $\pi(s^{+'})$ results in the same state as the projection of $t$ application to $s^{+'}$.

First, suppose $t \in \text{noop}(s^{+'}, T, \pi)$. In this case, $\pi([t]_{s^+}) = [t]_{s^{+'}}$ so no transition from $M$ is required to create the same state.

The more interesting case is when $t \not\in \text{noop}(s^{+'}, T, \pi)$. In this case, must be shown that 

$$\pi_\phi([t]_{s^{+'}, t}) = [t]_{s_{\pi_\phi}^{+}, t} \quad (6.1)$$

The following Corollary combines the set-inclusions obtained in Theorems 4.4 and 6.1:

Corollary 6.1 Given a model $M^+ = \phi(P(N))$ such that $\text{mono}(M^+)$ and $N \in N|\phi|$ and the set of abstract reachable states $\hat{S}_{M^+}$ generated by NDFS, 

$$\forall s^+ \in S_{M^+}, \pi_\phi(s^+) \in \hat{S}_{M^+}.$$ 

Corollary 6.1 justifies the use of NDFS to approximate a solution to NPV. In the next section Corollary 6.1 is strengthened by widening the class of networks used in the model $M^+$.
6.2 Generalizing from \( N_{|\phi|} \) to \( N_i \)

Generalizing from \( N_{|\phi|} \) to \( N_i \) means that a network configuration may contain any number of terminal nodes. Since each network configuration requires a separate run of NDFS and \( N_i \) contains an unbounded number of topology classes, NDFS can not possibly be used to enumerate that state of every topology class. Instead, an argument is made that for certain kinds of protocols, the extra network configuration classes do not contain any error-states—unless a network in \( N_{|\phi|} \) contains an error.

This class of protocols includes protocols that always route messages along the path from source to destination. Such a protocol is called a well-routed protocol. Before defining well-routed protocols and making the generalization argument the set of reachable states for a set of network configurations is defined.

The generalization argument will relate the set of reachable states for a protocol on a set of network configurations. Given a protocol \( P \) and an SR transition system \( \phi \), \( P \) and \( \phi \) determine a set of reachable states on all networks that is the union of the reachable states for each network. The reachable states for one network was defined in Definition 2.4.

**Definition 6.4** The set of reachable states for a protocol \( P \) and SR transition system \( \phi \) on all networks of size \( i \) is denoted \( S_{\phi,P}^i \) and defined as

\[
S_{\phi,P}^i = \bigcup_{N \in N_i} S_{\phi(P(N))}.
\]

Not only is \( i \) an unbounded integer, but the set \( S_{\phi,P}^i \) is unbounded for a given \( i \). This is because the number of networks \( N \in N_i \) is unbounded since each network may contain an unbounded number of nodes per path segment. Moreover, the number of states in \( S_{\phi(P(N))} \) for a given network \( N \) is also unbounded since \( P \) may introduce an unbounded number of messages into the network.

Next, a well-routed protocol is defined.
Definition 6.5 A well-routed protocol $P$ is a protocol such that for any message $m = (\sigma, a, b)$, if $s$ is a reachable state of $P$ on network $N$ then $(i, q, l, m) \in s$ implies $\text{next}^i(a, b) = l$ for some integer $i$. A well-routed protocol is denoted $\text{wr}(P)$.

For well-routed protocols, the extra network configurations beyond $N_{|\phi|}$ do not contain any new violations of $\phi$. The statement of this relationship requires the $\phi$-projection to eliminate extra messages outside of the observed messages for $\phi$. If a protocol is well-routed, all of the messages remaining after the projection will be contained in some network from $N_{|\phi|}$.

Theorem 6.2 Given a well-routed monotonic protocol $P$ and an SR transition system $\phi$ with its projection $\pi_\phi$,

$$\forall s^+ \in S^1_{\phi, P} \cdot \pi_\phi \subset S^{|\phi|}_{\phi, P}.$$ 

Proof. This proof has two parts. In the first part, observed messages are shown to remain on a subnetwork of $N_i$ contained in $N_{|\phi|}$. In the second part, messages from other parts of $N_i$ are shown to not affect messages on $N_\phi$. The second argument requires the monotonicity property.

Recall from definition 6.4 that $S^{|\phi|}_{\phi, P}$ contains all reachable states on all networks from $N_{|\phi|}$. For state $s^+$ in the reachable states of $P$ on network $N^+ \in N_i$, pick network $N = \langle L, \text{next} \rangle$ from $N_{|\phi|}$ where $N$ is the subnetwork of $N^+$ that contains only path segments and locations between locations observed by $\phi$ such that

$$L = \{ l \mid \exists a_1, a_2 \in L_{\text{Obs}}, \text{next}^j(\text{addr}(a_1), \text{addr}(a_2)) \}$$

for $L_{\text{Obs}}$ the set of observed location addresses in $\phi$. Since $P$ is well-routed and observed messages are always addressed to observed locations, all of the messages observed by $\phi$ appear in locations contained in $N$ and $\pi_\phi(s)$ defined on $N$ contains all the observed messages.
Next, behaviors outside of $N$ on $N^+$ are shown to contain reachable states that are not reachable under $\pi_\phi$. Any transition $t$ which causes a change in the projection of $s$ can not observe the state of $N^+$ outside of $N$. If $t$ did depend on such a message outside of $N$, then $t$ would either violate the monotonicity or well-routed properties of $P$. Since $t$ is expressed in Newspeak, $t$ can only observe the state of locations along the paths of a message contained in the present location. Because $P$ is well-routed and monotonic, then $t$ can not depend on messages outside of $\Sigma_{\text{Obs}}$ or locations outside of $N$.

Finally, the set inclusions from Theorems 6.2 and 4.4 are combined with Corollary 6.1 give to obtain the following inclusion:

**Corollary 6.2** Given a model $M^+ = \phi(P(N))$ in which $\text{mono}(M^+)$, $\text{wr}(M^+)$ and $N \in N_i$ for any $i$ and the set of abstract reachable states $\hat{S}_M$ generated by Ndfs,

$$\forall s^+ \in S_{M^+}. \alpha \pi_\phi(s^+) \in \hat{s}_M.$$ 

Corollary 6.2 justifies the use of Ndfs as an approximate solution to NPV for protocols that are monotonic and well-routed.

### 6.3 Application

The results in this chapter reduce the problem of generalizing Ndfs or IIcasso results to showing that a protocol is monotonic under projection and well-routed. In this section, the ABP on LOSSY and both properties (PC and Coherence) on multibus PCI models discussed in Chapter 5 are shown to be monotonic and well-routed.
6.3.1 ABP on Lossy

The first task is to show that ABP on Lossy is monotonic. For the ABP property, the $\phi$-projection deletes all messages not addressed between a sender and receiver. Lossy is monotonic under projection because no Lossy transitions depend on the presence of these deleted messages. Even though the Lossy network allows messages to be mutated, the mutations do not affect the source and destination of a message. If the mutations could change a message source or destination, then monotonicity would be lost because a message addressed outside the sender and receiver, and eliminated by the $\phi$-projection, could be mutated into a message between the sender and receiver that is kept by the $\phi$-projection. The ABP on Lossy is monotonic because ABP does not depend on messages outside the chosen sender and receiver.

The second task is to show that ABP on Lossy is well-routed. Since no ABP or Lossy transitions send messages to another messages’ source or target, ABP on Lossy is well-routed.

Given these two properties of ABP on Lossy, the $\Pi$asso results from Chapter 5 can be generalized to all $n$-node Lossy networks and the presence of any other messages. The generalized result states that two nodes in any Lossy network can implement the ABP in the presence of any other messages traveling in the network.

6.3.2 PC and Coherence on Multibus PCI

Multibus PCI, as corrected by Corella to satisfy the PC property, is monotonic under the $\phi$-projections for both PC and Coherency. Multibus PCI is monotonic under these projections because removing messages to and from other agents does not eliminate any behaviors on the remaining messages.

Without Corella’s proposed solution to fix the PC violation, multibus PCI networks are not monotonic under the PC projection. Corella’s proposed solution
adds a local master ID to each completion to avoid the problem of completion stealing. PCI without local master IDs violates monotonicity because completions are not addressed to their eventual target. Because completions are not addressed to their target, any delayed message to the same source may match a completion intended for another destination. This behavior means that removing completions for other addresses removes reachable states from the projected model. In the case of the PC property, the lost behavior includes a violation.

The statement of the PC in the PCI specification assumes that no other agents write over the data value before it is read by the consumer. Without this assumption, the multibus PCI would not be monotonic under the projection for the PC property because a write from another agent would be eliminated by the projection but modify the state left by the projection. Such a write would not be included in the \( \Pi \text{casso} \) model but would cause a violation of the PC property.

Multibus PCI is well-routed because no PCI transitions send messages toward the source or destination of another message. Given these two properties, the \( \Pi \text{casso} \) results of Chapter 5 can be generalized to include all multibus PCI networks and states. The generalized correctness statement includes all instances of the PC property (or the Coherence property) on all multibus PCI networks in the presence of any other network traffic.
CHAPTER 7

MANUAL ABSTRACTION

The Ndfs algorithm computes a set of abstract states using the concrete transition relation. In this chapter, the set of abstract is computed using a manually derived abstract transition relation. Using an abstract transition relation also requires showing that the concrete transition relation is a refinement of the abstract transition relation.

The significance of using Ndfs, rather than an abstract transition relation, is that showing noncreativity is easier than showing refinement. This chapter supports this claim by describing the derivation of an abstract transition relation and refinement proof for multibus PCI networks. The manually derived abstraction used in this Chapter is similar to the abstraction used in Ndfs.

The cost of using Ndfs, rather than an abstract transition relation, is that Ndfs requires more CPU time. The P/C property for multibus PCI networks was verified by Ndfs in 496 seconds, whereas the same property was verified in 1.8 seconds using the abstract transition relation.

This chapter is adapted from [61]. Section 7.1 contains an overview of the abstract transition relation solution. Section 7.2 describes the application of the abstraction to branching networks and the PCI protocol. Section 7.3 describes the refinement proof and Section 7.4 contains the model checking results for the abstract transition relation. A detailed comparison of the manual abstraction and the Ndfs algorithm for PCI multibus PCI verification is given in the final section.
7.1 Solution Overview

The manual solution to the problem of exhaustively verifying the P/C transaction ordering property for multibus PCI networks is outlined in Figure 7.1. The solution can be divided into three steps, each step is labeled 1, 2 or 3 in the figure. First, an abstraction on PCI multibus network topologies is used. The abstract network model requires an abstract model of PCI called PCI\textsubscript{A} (see Section 7.2). Second, an interactive higher-order logic theorem prover is used to prove that the PCI protocol on PCI networks is a trace inclusion refinement of the PCI\textsubscript{A} protocol on the reduced networks (Section 7.3). Third, an explicit state model checker is used to show that all execution traces on the reduced networks satisfy the P/C property (Section 7.4).

The next three sections explain the abstraction process, refinement proof and model checking results in more detail.

7.2 Network and Protocol Abstraction

The abstraction maps instances of the P/C property to one of four reduced networks. The abstraction requires modifications of the PCI protocol to keep the

![Figure 7.1. Outline of PCI transaction ordering verification.](image-url)
Despite the fact that each network has a (large) finite number of states, there are an unbounded number of networks. One way to reduce the problem is to consider the symmetry classes induced by ignoring agents and paths incidental to the property being verified, and to ignore the lengths of the paths between agents central to the property being verified.

Figure 7.2 contains an example of such a symmetry reduction for an instance of the P/C on a PCI network. The network on the left side of the figure contains an instance of the P/C property defined on a network with seven agents and two bridges. The producer, consumer, data and flag agents are labeled P, C, D and F, and the other agents are all labeled with A’s. The parts of the network on the left side of the figure that contribute to the reduced network have been circled. The reduced network appears on the right side of the figure. In the reduced network, all agents incidental to the P/C property are ignored, and the path between bridges 1 and 2 in the center of the left network have been coalesced into path B in the right network. The transactions in the queues of bridges 1 and 2 are concatenated and placed in path B. Arbitrarily many busses, bridges and agents can be added to the network on the left, but the reduction will still result in the same network shown on the right. Unfortunately, the PCI protocol has an unbounded number of states in each of these reduced networks. Although each coalesced bridge

Figure 7.2. Example of a network symmetry reduction
contains a bounded number of transactions, there may be arbitrarily many bridges in a path. This allows arbitrarily many transactions in a coalesced path. The number of transactions in a coalesced path can be reduced by ignoring transactions other than those required by the property being verified. However, in the case of PCI, paths may still contain an unbounded number of transactions. Recall that delayed transactions leave a trail of committed copies in each bridge through which they pass. Each of these committed copies, is then concatenated and placed in the corresponding coalesced path in the reduced network—again leading to an unbounded number of states in the reduced network. This source of unboundedness is eliminated by keeping only the newest copy of a committed delayed transaction in the state of the reduced network. This reduction is justified by a PCI invariant and requires several modifications to the PCI_A protocol.

7.3 PVS Refinement Proof

The purpose of showing that PCI is a trace inclusion refinement of PCI_A is to formally establish that safety properties of PCI_A hold for PCI. This allows model checking results from PCI_A to be generalized to PCI. Proving trace inclusion refinement requires showing that for every concrete trace, there exists an abstract trace such that each state in the abstract trace is equal to the abstraction of the corresponding concrete state [68]. Trace inclusion is conservative with respect to safety properties. This means that properties violated by PCI_A are not necessarily violated by PCI. In the context of PCI refinement means that for each concrete trace, \( \sigma \), there exists an abstract trace, \( \sigma_A \) in PCI_A, such that the following relationship holds:

\[
\forall \sigma \in PCI \quad \{ \sigma = (A_0, C_0), (A_1, C_1), (A_2, C_2) \ldots (A_n, C_n) \} \\
\Rightarrow \exists \sigma_A \in PCI_A \sigma_A = A_0, A_1, A_2 \ldots A_n \} 
\]
in which for every $A_i$ in $\sigma_A \ A_i = \text{abs}(C_i)$ for some abstraction function $\text{abs}$. The proof is outlined in Figure 7.3. As shown in the figure, the relationship will be shown by induction on the length of $\sigma$.

The operational semantics of each protocol were defined inductively using a set of inference rules. The set of reachable states is inductively defined, starting from an initial state, as the parallel composition of the inference rules. An inference rule can be applied to a reachable state to create a new reachable state if and only if the rule’s preconditions are satisfied by the current reachable state. A state is reachable if and only if it can be derived from the initial state by a sequence of applications of the inference rules.

The inference rules facilitate the inductive refinement proof by suggesting a natural way to perform a case split on the construction of the next state. The inference rules were used in the inductive step of the refinement proof shown in Figure 7.3. For each application of a PCI rule $\delta_j$ it was shown that an application of a PCI$_A$ rule $\delta$ creates the same abstract state.

The refinement proof was completed in the PVS theorem prover using three theories which describe PCI, PCI$_A$ and the abstraction. Each of the three theories is described below followed by the discussion of the refinement proof.
7.3.1 Definitional Theory of PCI

The theory describing the concrete PCI protocol contains ten inference rules and several supporting definitions. Each of the 10 rules describes a PCI transition, and were adapted from [49, 4].

Given a reachable state, a rule constructs a new reachable state if the preconditions are met. The preconditions involve at most a bridge (or agent) and an adjacent bridge (or agent). If the preconditions are met, the next reachable state is constructed by modifying the contents of a bridge (or agent) and an adjacent bridge (or agent). The limited scope of each rule allows each rule to apply to networks with different topologies because each rule depends only on the connection between two entities, rather than on the topology of the entire network.

The theory of PCI contains 551 lines of PVS, including comments. The theory is built on top of a theory of unbounded finite sequences that are used to model the queues. Two rules describe the movement of posted transactions and the remaining eight describe the movement of delayed transactions and their completions. Starting from a network in its initial state, the entire set of reachable states for the network can be computed by repeatedly applying rules whenever and wherever their preconditions are satisfied.

7.3.2 Definitional Theory of PCIₐ

The PCIₐ rules were designed to mimic every effect of the PCI rules on the reduced networks, while preserving as many properties of PCI as possible. If the PCIₐ rules mimic every effect of the PCI rules then it can be shown that PCI is a refinement of PCIₐ. Suppose the PCIₐ rules were defined as the CHAOS rule-set, in which all actions are always enabled. In this case, PCI is certainly a refinement of CHAOS, but CHAOS does not have has any useful properties. The PCIₐ protocol is refined by PCI but preserves useful properties.
The theory describing the PCI_A protocol contains 15 rules and several supporting definitions. The PCI_A theory contains more rules than the PCI theory to compensate for the network information lost in the abstraction. The lost information about the network structure induces nondeterministic behavior in the PCI_A rules. Each nondeterministic action is modeled by a different rule with the same precondition.

For example, Figure 7.4 illustrates the ambiguity resulting from the loss of node boundaries in the abstract network model. Network fragments, N1 and N2, on the left contain a single transaction, T1 and T2. A path boundary is indicated by the dashed line. Despite the fact that T2 has reached the final position in the path, both T1 and T2 map to the head of the paths P1 and P2 under the abstraction. This is because no transactions appear ahead of T1 in N1. This is a problem when T1 and T2 are copied to the next node to the right. In P1, the new copy of the transaction would appear in front of T1' and in P2 the new transaction would appear at end of the next path after P2. In this case, PCI_A requires two versions of certain rules to cover both possibilities. Similar instances of ambiguity involving suppressed committed copies of delayed transactions necessitated additional rules in the PCI_A model.

The PCI_A theory is 507 lines long, including comments and uses the same theory of finite sequences to represent paths. Of the 15 rules, 3 cover the movement of

![Figure 7.4. Example of ambiguity in reduced network paths.](image)
posted transactions and the other 12 cover the movement of delayed transactions and their completions.

7.3.3 Axiomatic Theory of the Abstraction

The abstraction theory describes the abstraction function that relates states in PCI to states in PCI$_A$. The abstraction function performs the network symmetry reduction and eliminates transactions (as discussed in Section 7.2) so that each reduced network has a finite number of states. Rather than define the abstraction using a set of definitions and prove lemmas about the abstraction for use in the refinement proof, the required properties of the abstraction were stated as axioms and used directly in the refinement proof. An axiomatic, rather than a definitional theory, was used to save the effort required to prove the abstraction lemmas. A total of 51 axioms about the abstraction were used in the refinement proof. The axioms describe the effects of the network symmetry reduction, predicates which can be inferred about a PCI$_A$ state from a PCI state and the effects of inserting and deleting transactions. Thirty of the axioms have been shown to be noncontradictory. The 21 unvalidated axioms describe the effects of inserting and deleting transactions.

The main source of complexity in the unvalidated axioms is the appearance and disappearance of committed delayed transactions in the states of PCI$_A$. For example, if a new transaction is inserted into a path, then the significant committed delayed transactions already present in that path may or may not disappear depending on the type and location of the newly inserted transaction. This behavior made defining axioms that describe the effects of insertion and deletion difficult. If PCI did not include a notion of “leaving trails of transactions” the axiomatization of the abstraction would have been smaller and simpler (but not as interesting).
7.3.4 Refinement Proof

The PVS proof was developed by a single experienced PVS user in about one month of effort. The final refinement proof required approximately 1000 proof commands (determined by taking the number of lines in the PVS proof file and dividing by two, to account for the pretty-printing of right parentheses). Whereas the proof required a significant amount of effort, the refinement proof can be reused for other properties of the PCI protocol.

7.4 Model Checking

Model checking was used to show that every trace in every reduced network satisfies the P/C property. The inference rules describing the operational semantics of PCI$_A$ were used to define a model of PCI$_A$ for use in the Mur$\phi$ model checker [43].

The Mur$\phi$ models were an average of 670 lines long (including comments). The Mur$\phi$ code for the PCI$_A$ “delayed commit” rule is given below. The rule is part of a larger rule-set in which the subscripts $i$ and $j$ range over queue position $i$ in path $j$ of the network.

Rule "d Commit 1"

\[(\text{uncommitted (trans))} \land \]

\[==>\]

\[\text{begin delete\_trans (path, commit (trans))); -- delete t\_t}\]

\[\text{network}[i][j] := \text{commit (trans)};\]

\[\text{end};\]

The precondition checks that the transaction is uncommitted. The action, given after the “$==$”, replaces the transaction with its committed form.

Two pieces of auxiliary state to encode the P/C property as a safety property. The auxiliary state stores the completion order of the read and write transactions.
at their respective destination agents. Using the completion orders stored in the auxiliary state, the P/C property is stated as a safety property which reads:

If the data read transaction has completed at the data address, then either flag write occurred after the flag read, or the flag read has not completed, or the data read occurred after the data write.

This safety property is stated as an invariant of the Murϕ model of PCI_A and checked using explicit state enumeration. The number of states and execution required to check each reduced network is given in Table 7.1. No violations were found in any of the networks. The Murϕ models were developed and verified in about one week of effort by a new Murϕ user (including time to install and learn Murϕ).

### 7.5 Discussion

Both the manually derived PCI_A abstraction and the Ndfs algorithm have been used to verify the P/C property for multibus PCI networks. These methods differ in computational requirements, as can be seen by comparing Tables 7.1 and 5.1. In this section, the methods are compared based on how they model nondeterminism in the abstract state transitions and model trails of delayed PCI transitions.

Nondeterminism is modeled in the PCI_A transition relation by including several transitions with the same guard. In the Ndfs algorithm, the same nondeterminism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>CPU Time</th>
<th>States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.8 sec.</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.8 sec.</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.7 sec.</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.3 sec.</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2.6 sec.</td>
<td>857</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1. Model checking results for P/C property on PCI_A.
is captured in the definition of the \texttt{next} function. For the situation shown in Figure 7.4, the PCI\textsubscript{A} model includes a transition for each case. The ND\textsubscript{FS} generates both cases because \texttt{next} \((p, p')\) can be either \(p\), which gives the upper case in Figure 7.4 or \(p'\), which gives the lower case in Figure 7.4.

In the PCI\textsubscript{A} model, trails of delayed transitions must be handled explicitly by the PCI\textsubscript{A} transitions. This is done by inserting a copy of a trailing delayed transition when a delayed transition is deleted, and deleting a trailing copy of a delayed transition when a delayed transition is inserted. In the ND\textsubscript{FS} model, \Pi\textsubscript{casso} has been extended to model such behavior without modifying PCI transitions.
CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

8.1 Summary

A major theme of this work is detecting topology dependent violations of communication protocols on nodes connected by branching networks. The strategy advocated in this thesis is to perform a case split on network topologies then enumerate abstract states of each topology separately. The case split reduces the computationally difficult problem of checking all states of all topologies to the less-difficult problems of checking all states in a single family of topologies. While this strategy can find topology dependent errors, a drawback to this approach is that only a finite number of topology families can be checked. Because an abstraction is used, the resulting algorithm is a conservative overapproximation (all errors will be found, but some infeasible errors may be found).

Two algorithms are developed to realize this strategy. One algorithm, Ndfs, enumerates abstract states of a family of isomorphic network configurations; and the other algorithm enumerates the a complete set of network topologies over $n$ terminal nodes.

The novel feature of the Ndfs algorithm is the use of partial concrete states during the computation of abstract state successors. In Ndfs, locally scoped concrete transitions are applied to concrete state fragments represented by an abstract state. The resulting concrete state fragment successors are then incorporated back into an abstract state to create the abstract state successors. The use of partial
concrete states obviates the need to construct and validate an abstract transition relation. Concrete state fragments are sufficient for locally scoped transitions because transitions are limited to a fragment the network state. Concrete state fragments are required for the more detailed network model used in NDFS because each abstract state represents an unbounded number of complete concrete states, but only a finite number of unique fragments (assuming a network state contains a finite number of messages). The NDFS algorithm terminates only for a limited class of transition systems and correctness properties. The NDFS algorithm is supported by the Newspeak specification language in which all noncreative (i.e., only the messages required to check a property are created) protocols expressible in Newspeak can be analyzed used the NDFS algorithm.

The NDFS algorithm was implemented in the IIcasso model checker and used to check a corrected version of PCI. The corrected version of PCI, as proposed by Corella, was shown to satisfy the producer/consumer property (the published PCI specification violates the property). IIcasso was also used to find a topology dependent violation of a coherence property in multibus PCI networks. Since PCI was not intended to satisfy this property, the significance of this error is not its existence in one class of topologies, but its absence in every other class of topologies.

### 8.2 Future Work

#### 8.2.1 Reasoning Support

The usability of the NDFS algorithm would benefit from increased reasoning support. Using NDFS requires finding a noncreative subset of a protocol, and finding a bound on the number of messages in SR transition system. Extending NDFS results from LNPV to NPV further requires showing that a protocol is monotonic under projection and well-routed.
One possibility might be to create support for reasoning directly about Newspeak protocols. Reasoning support for Newspeak specifications would permit the NDFS model checker and reasoning tool to use the same specification language. This would eliminate the need to create a translation between tools.

8.2.2 Parallel Implementation

The NDFS algorithm is a good candidate for parallelization because many independent computations are applied to a small data set. The resulting data set is also small. The core of the NDFS algorithm consists of a lengthy sequence of unrelated computations that apply transitions to fragments of concrete states. In many cases, this large set of computations results in a small set of new abstract states. Parallelizing the core of the NDFS algorithm may result in increased efficiency by performing these computations concurrently.

Historically, explicit state model checkers are poor candidates for parallelization [69]. The NDFS algorithm is different. In contrast to most model checking algorithms, the NDFS algorithm is CPU rather than memory intensive. NDFS is not more memory efficient than other algorithms; rather, NDFS is less CPU efficient. Adding more CPUs to the problem may improve performance.

8.2.3 Dynamic State Vector

The amount of memory used by the Πcasso model checker can be reduced by using a dynamic, rather than a static, state vector. In the current implementation, every state vector must be as large as the largest abstract state. A dynamic state vector would allow the state vector to grow and shrink with the number of messages stored in each queue. Dynamic state vectors might give average case memory usage rather than worst case memory usage.
The cost of a dynamic state vector is information required to decode how many messages are in a state thus facilitating decoding. In a static state vector, every state has the same bit-level layout. In a dynamic state vector, the layout changes with the number of messages in each queue. Extra bits will be needed to determine where messages start and end. For most protocols, it is anticipated that the extra memory per state required to use a dynamic state vector will be offset by the memory saved.

8.2.4 Precise Solution

A precise solution to LNPV can be developed using a finite instantiation and induction argument. This precise solution was not pursued in this thesis because the number and size of states in the finite model grows exponentially in the product of: the number of protocol transitions, network path segments and messages required by an SR transition system.

A promising avenue of future research might combine the finite instantiation solution with a dynamic state vector model checker. The size of the state vector in the finite instantiation solution is determined by the worst case size of the state of a single node and network. Since only one queue of one node can contain the maximum number of messages and each queue of each node has space for the maximum number of messages the finite instantiation is overly-pessimistic. A dynamic state vector representation gives a state vector with average case size.
APPENDIX A

LIST OF SYMBOLS

$C$ $(S \times L)$ A context consisting of a state and a present location, $l_p$, for the interpretation of a Newspeak transition, 34

$L$ $(\text{Nat} \times \text{Nat})$ A finite set of location indices. Each location index consists of a path index and a node index, 26

$L_E \subseteq L$ The set of terminal nodes in a network $N = (L, \text{next})$. A terminal node is a node that sits on the edge of a network, 27

$L_{\text{Obs}}$ $(\text{Nat})$ The set of observed terminal node indices defined by an SR transition system. Elements of $L_{\text{Obs}}$ are mapped to observed locations by the address mapping $\text{addr}$, 37

$M$ A model consisting of a network parameterized protocol $P(N)$ instantiated on network $N$, 35

$M^+$ A model derived from a protocol $P$ which includes creative transitions, 94

$NC(P(N))$ The noncreative subset of a protocol $P$ in which transitions delete at least as many messages as they insert, 41

$N_i$ The set of all networks $N = (L, \text{next})$ such that the number of external locations, $L_E$, in $N$ is $i$, 28

$P(N)$ A network parameterized protocol with network argument $N$, 29
$Q$ The set of queue indices for a protocol, 29

$S_M$ The set of states reachable in zero or more steps in model $M$ from the empty initial state $s_{init}$, 36

$S_\phi$ The universe of augmented states consisting of network states $S$ paired with states of the auxiliary store, 38

$T$ The set of universal protocol transitions that may be applied to any network location to create a new network state, 31

$T_E$ The set of external protocol transitions that may be applied only to external network locations in $L_E$, 31

$T_{Obs}$ The set of SR transitions in an SR transition system $\phi(P(N))$, 38

$T_\phi (T \cup T_E \cup T_{Obs})$ The combined transition system for an SR transition system $\phi(P(N))$ with universal transition set $T$, external transition set $T_E$ and SR transition set $T_{Obs}$, 39

$X (\{Nat\})$ A set of indices that indicate which portion of an abstract state was used to concrete a concrete state fragment, 53

$Y (\{Nat\})$ A set of indices that indicate how many messages were taken from an abstract state to concrete a concrete state fragment, 53

$\Lambda$ A finite opcode alphabet, 29

$\Sigma(\Lambda \times L \times L)$ The set of messages consisting of messages with the form $(opc, src, dst)$ with opcode $opc$, source $src$ and destination $dst$, 29

$\alpha (M \times S \rightarrow (\hat{M} \times \hat{S}))$ An abstraction function that maps a model $M$ and state $s$ to an abstract model $\hat{M}$ and abstract state $\hat{s}$, 45
$S_{i,P}^\phi$ The set of states reachable in $\phi(P(N))$ for all networks $N$ with $i$ terminals in $N_i$, 96

$\bar{M}$ A partial concrete protocol model created by the partial concretization $\gamma$. The model consists of a partial network model, a universe of partial states and a set of transitions, 49

$\bar{S}$ The set of concrete state fragments, 52

$\gamma (\bar{M} \times \bar{s} \rightarrow \{ (\bar{M} \times \bar{s} \times X \times Y) \} )$ A partial concretization function which maps an abstract protocol model $\bar{M}$ and an abstract state $\bar{s}$ to a partial concrete model $M$ and a set of partial concrete states $\bar{s}$ contained between the portions for $\bar{s}$ delineated by the index sets $X$ and $Y$, 49

$\hat{L}$ The set of abstract locations created from the concrete locations $L$ by removing node indices, 46

$\hat{M}$ An abstract protocol model created by the abstraction $\alpha$ consisting of an abstract network structure and state set and concrete transition system, 45

$\hat{S}_{\hat{M}}$ The set of abstract states reachable in abstract model $\hat{M}$ through zero or more steps from the abstract empty initial state $\hat{s}_{init}$, 57

$\hat{s}_{init}$ The abstract empty initial state, 57

$[t]_C (T \cup T_E \times (S \times L) \rightarrow S)$ The interpretation of transition $t$ in a context $C$ consisting of a present location and a state, 35

$\mu (\bar{S} \times X \times Y \times \hat{M} \times \hat{S} \rightarrow (\hat{M} \times \hat{S}))$ The abstraction/merge function that abstracts a concrete state fragment and merges the result back into an abstract state to create a new abstract state, 55
**φ-projection** A projection $\pi$ which retains only the observed messages observed by $\phi$, 93

$\phi(P(N))$ A stimulus/response transition system parameterized by a protocol model $P(NP)$, 37

$\pi_M (S \rightarrow S)$ A projection that maps states to projected states by removing messages in a removal set $M$, 92

$\rightarrow_M$ Single-step reachability in a model $M$, 35

$\rightarrow^*_M$ Multistep reachability in a model $M$, 36

$\rightarrow_M$ Single-step reachability for a partial concrete model $\check{M}$, 54

$\rightarrow_M^*$ Multistep reachability for an abstract protocol model $\hat{M}$, 56

$\rightarrow_{\hat{M}}$ Single-step reachability for an abstract protocol model $\hat{M}$, 56

$l_p (L)$ The present location in a context, 34

$max_\phi$ The maximum number of messages in a single reachable state of an SR transition system $\phi$, 65

$\text{mono}(\pi, M)$ A model $M = P(N)$ that is monotonic under projection $\pi$. A model is monotonic under a projection when projecting any state $s \in S_M$ by $\pi$ results in a state with a smaller noop set, 94

$\text{noop} (S \times T \times \pi \rightarrow T)$ Denotes the set of transitions that do not modify states under a projection $\pi$, 93

$s^+$ A state reachable in a model $M^+$ derived from a protocol $P$ that contains creative transitions, 94

$s_{\text{init}}$ The empty initial state, 36
$wr(P)$ A well-routed protocol $P$. A protocol is well-routed if messages travel directly from source to destination, 97

$x_{i,j} (X)$ An index that indicates that message $x$ in queue $q_i$ of path $p_j$ in an abstract state is the first message in the first node of queue $q_i$ in path $p_j$ in a concrete state fragment, 53

$y_{i,j} (Y)$ An index that indicates that $y$ messages were taken from queue $q_i$ of path $p_j$ in an abstract state and included in queues indexed $q_i$ in path $p_j$ in a concrete state fragment, 53

$S$ The universe of network states, 30

$\text{addr}(L_{\text{Obs}} \rightarrow L_E)$ An address mapping that pairs observed terminal node indices with external locations, 37

$\text{Ndfs}$ A verification algorithm that enumerates abstract states of an SR transition system on a family of isomorphic network configurations, 58

$\text{addr}(L_{\text{Obs}} \rightarrow \tilde{L})$ The partial concrete address mapping function that pairs observed location indices with either locations in $\tilde{L}$ or locations just outside $\tilde{L}$, 52

$\tilde{L} (Nat \times Nat)$ The finite set of partial network locations, 50

$\text{next} (\tilde{L} \times \tilde{L} \rightarrow \tilde{L})$ The partial concrete routing function, 50

$\tilde{s} (Nat \times Q \times \tilde{L} \times \Sigma)$ A partial concrete state. If $(i, q, l, m) \in \tilde{s}$ then position $i$ of queue $q$ at location $l$ contains message $m$, 53

$\text{error}$ The error state of an SR transition system, 36

$\hat{S}$ The universe of abstract states that assign messages to queues in abstract networks, 47
\textbf{addr} \ (L_{\text{obs}} \to (\{0,1\} \times \hat{L})) \ \text{The abstract address mapping that pairs observed location indices with abstract locations annotated with 0 or 1, 47}

\textbf{next} \ (\hat{L} \times \hat{L} \to (+/-)\hat{L}) \ \text{The abstract routing function created from the concrete routing function \textbf{next}, 46}

\textbf{\hat{s}} \ (Nat \times Q \times \hat{L} \times \Sigma) \ \text{An abstract state where} \ (i,q,\hat{p},m) \in \hat{s} \ \text{indicates that position} \ i \ \text{of queue} \ q \ \text{in abstract location} \ \hat{p} \ \text{contains message} \ m, 48

\textbf{LNPV} \ \text{The problem of showing that the \textbf{error} state is not reachable the states of an SR transition system instantiated with the noncreative subset of a protocol,} \ \phi(\mathcal{NC}(P(N))), \ \text{on all} \ \phi\text{-limited networks, 41}

\textbf{next} \ (L \times L \to L) \ \text{A routing function that describes the topology of a network, 26}

\textbf{NPV} \ \text{The problem of determining if the \textbf{error} state is reachable in an SR transition system} \ \phi(P(N)) \ \text{on every network} \ N, 40

\textbf{Qlength} \ (Q \times L \times S \to Nat) \ \text{The expression} \ \textbf{Qlength}(q,l,s) \ \text{denotes the length of queue} \ q \ \text{in location} \ l \ \text{of state} \ s, 29

\textbf{scope} \ (T \cup T_E \to Nat) \ \text{Returns the scope, or one plus the maximal nesting of} \ \textbf{next}, \ \text{of a transition, 33}

\textbf{network} \ \text{A routing function and a set of locations, 26}

\textbf{s} \ (Nat \times Q \times L \times \Sigma) \ \text{A network state consisting of four-tuples of the form} \ (i,q,l,m) \ \text{in which} \ (i,q,l,m) \in s \ \text{means queue entry} \ i \ \text{of queue} \ q \ \text{at location} \ l \ \text{in state} \ s \ \text{contains message} \ m. \ \text{Alternatively written as} \ s(i,q,l) = m. \ \text{If no tuples for} \ (i,q,l) \ \text{are contained in} \ s, \ \text{then entry} \ i \ \text{of queue} \ q \ \text{in location} \ l \ \text{is empty in state} \ s, 30
APPENDIX B

ΠCASSO MODEL OF LOSSY

This appendix contains a Πcasso model used to implement the alternating-bit protocol (ABP) on the LOSSY network of Chatper 5. The model may be divided into three parts: variable and type declarations, auxiliary functions, the SR transition system and the transitions for each nodes.

Const Qbound : 2;

Type
agents : terminals {Sender, Receiver};
state_type : 1..4;
bit_type : 0..1;
upper_type : enum {s0,r0,s1,r1};

abp_msg_type : enum {A,N,D};
msg_type : record src: agents ;
           dst: agents ;
           opc: abp_msg_type ;
           bit: bit_type;
           end;
queue_type : queue of msg_type;

node_type : node q1 : right queue_type;
           q2 : left queue_type;
           end;

Var
s_state : state_type;
r_state : state_type;
obs_state : upper_type;
old_obs_state : upper_type;
Auxiliary functions

Function receive_msg (j : agent; o : abp_msg_type) : boolean :
var msg : msg_type ;
begin
  if (left_side(j)) then
    if (Qempty (j.q2)) then return false endif;
    msg := Qhead (j.q2);
    endif;
  if (right_side(j)) then
    if (Qempty (j.q1)) then return false endif;
    msg := Qhead (j.q1);
    endif;
  return (msg.opc = o & msg.dst = j);
end;

Function not_a_nack_q1 (j : nindex) : boolean ;
var msg : msg_type;
begin
  if (Qempty (j.q1)) then return false; endif;
  msg := Qhead (j.q1);
  return (! msg.opc = N);
end;

Function not_a_nack_q2 (j : nindex) : boolean ;
var msg : msg_type;
begin
  if (Qempty (j.q2)) then return false; endif;
  msg := Qhead (j.q2);
  return (! msg.opc = N);
end;

SR Transition System

Rule "sender recvs ack in state 2 or 4 "
(s_state = 4 | s_state = 2) &
receive_msg (Sender, A) ==> var msg : msg_type;
begin
msg := Qpop (Sender.q2);
if (s_state = 2) then
    if (msg.bit = 1) then
        s_state := 3; old_obs_state := obs_state ; obs_state := s0;
        else s_state := 1 endif;
    endif;
if (s_state = 4) then
    if (msg.bit = 0) then
        s_state := 1; old_obs_state := obs_state ;
        obs_state := s1; else s_state := 3 endif;
    endif;
end;

Rule "sender recvs nack in state 2 or 4"
(s_state = 2 | s_state = 4) &
receive_msg (Sender,N) 
==>
var msg : msg_type;
begin
    msg := Qpop (Sender.q2);
    s_state := s_state - 1;
end;

Rule "sender send d w/ bit = 1 or 0"
s_state = 1 | s_state = 3
==>
var msg : msg_type;
begin
    msg.opc := D;
    msg.src := Sender;
    msg.dst := Receiver;
    if (s_state = 1) then msg.bit := 1 endif;
    if (s_state = 3) then msg.bit := 0 endif;
    Qappend (Sender.q1, msg);
    s_state := s_state +1;
end;

Rule "receiver receive data w/ bit = 1 or 0"
(r_state = 1 | r_state = 3) & receive_msg (Receiver, D)
==>
var msg : msg_type ;
begin
    msg := Qpop (Receiver.q1);
    if (msg.bit = 1 & r_state = 1) then
r_state := 2; old_obs_state := obs_state ; obs_state := r1; endif;
if (msg.bit = 0 & r_state = 1) then r_state := 4 endif;
if (msg.bit = 0 & r_state = 3) then
  r_state := 4; old_obs_state := obs_state ; obs_state := r0;
endif;
if (msg.bit = 1 & r_state = 3) then r_state := 2 endif;
end;

Rule "receiver receive nack in state 1 or 3"
(r_state = 1 | r_state = 3) & receive_msg (Receiver , N) =>
var msg : msg_type ;
begin
  msg := Qpop (Receiver.q1);
  if (r_state = 1 & msg.bit = 1) then r_state := 4 endif;
  if (r_state = 3 & msg.bit = 0) then r_state := 2 endif;
end;

Rule "receiver send ack from state 2 or 4"
r_state = 2 | r_state = 4 =>
var msg : msg_type ;
begin
  msg.opc := A;
  msg.src := Receiver;
  msg.dst := Sender;
  if (r_state = 2) then msg.bit := 1 else msg.bit := 0 endif;
  Qappend (Receiver.q2, msg);
  if (r_state = 2) then r_state := 3 else r_state := 1 endif;
end;

Rule "error transitions for obs_state"
!( (old_obs_state = s0 & obs_state = r0) |
    (old_obs_state = r0 & obs_state = s1) |
    (old_obs_state = s1 & obs_state = r1) |
    (old_obs_state = r1 & obs_state = s0))
=>
begin
  error "receive or send out of order";
end;

Startstate
s_state := 1;
r_state := 1;
old_obs_state := r0;
obs_state := s1;
end;
end; -- SR Transition System

-- Newspeak rules for each node.
-- --------------------------------------------------

Ruleset this : nindex
do

Rule "pass message q1"
!(Qempty (this.q1))
==> var msg : msg_type;
begin
  msg := Qpop (this.q1);
  Qappend (next(msg.dst).q1, msg);
end;

Rule "mutate message q1"
!(Qempty (this.q1)) & not_a_nack_q1 (this)
==> var msg : msg_type;
begin
  msg := Qpop (this.q1);
  if (msg.bit = 1) then msg.bit := 0; else msg.bit := 1 endif;
  Qinsert (this.q1, 0, msg);
end;

Rule "drop message q1"
!(Qempty (this.q1)) &
not_a_nack_q1 (this)
==> var msg : msg_type;
begin
  msg := Qpop (this.q1);
  msg.opc := N;
  msg.dst := msg.src;
  Qappend (this.q2, msg);
end;

Rule "pass message q2"
!(Qempty (this.q2))
==>
var msg : msg_type;
begin
    msg := Qpop (this.q2);
    Qappend (next(msg.dst).q2, msg);
end;

Rule "drop message q2"
!(Qempty (this.q2)) & not_a_nack_q2 (this)
==>
var msg : msg_type;
begin
    msg := Qpop (this.q2);
    msg.opc := N;
    msg.dst := msg.src;
    Qappend (this.q1,msg);
end;

Rule "mutate message q2"
!(Qempty (this.q2)) & not_a_nack_q1 (this)
==>
var msg : msg_type;
begin
    msg := Qpop (this.q2);
    if (msg.bit = 1) then msg.bit := 0; else msg.bit := 1 endif;
    Qinsert (this.q2, 0,msg);
end;

end;
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